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-“THAT THY AV AY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL* T IS •

WEDNESDAY. APRIL, 12, 1837.

From the Christian Witness.
him an opportunity of speaking to me.’
At
FAITH.
length, after some disappointments, the desired
AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.
opportunity was afforded, and Mr. Simeon be
The necessity of faith in or to our acceptance
gan by lamenting his own exceeding sinfulness with God, is strongly expressed by St. Paul.—
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
and unworthiness. At this Mr. Atkinson was “Without faith it is impossible to please him.”
much surprised; he had hitherto regarded Mr. It is the office of faith to receive and give as
For the Gambier Observer.
S. as precise, and pharisaical and maintaining sent to the Word and Truth of God. It is the
“ONE HOUR WITH THEE.”
self-righteous views rather than as deeply im office of faith to apprehend and make the truths of
pressed with a sense of his own guilt and sinful Scripture our own; applying them to our own
One hour with Thee, my God!
when daylight breaks
ness; but now, understanding the real situation individual cases. It lays hold of them as verities.
Over a world thy guardian care lias kept,
of his inquirer, he, like a wise master-builder, “It is the substance of what is yet hoped for;
AVhen the fresh soul from soothing slumber wakes
at once directed him to that ‘Lamb ot God, the evidence of things not seen.’ By it we
To praise the love that watched me while I slept,
which taketh away the sin of the world,’ and ex look into the invisible world; we feel the Lord
AVhen with new strength my blood is bounding free,
plained to him more fully the way of pardon and to be a God present with us. He ceases to be a
That first, best, sweetest hour I’ll give to Thee.
acceptance through His atoning blood. Un merely vague abstraction, an only necessary be
der these instructions Mr. Simeon soon obtain ginning of the chain of beings and things which
One hour with Thee, when busy day begins
ed that clear understanding of the way of salva exist. He'b ecornes a Father who has formed,
Her never ceasing round of bustling care.
tion through faith in the righteousness of Jesus preserves, and cares for us. A Governor who
When I must meet with toil and pain and sins,
Christ which produces peace in the conscience, actually ru!es*over us, and will reward or pun
And through them all thy holy cross must bear,
issues in holy joy and fills the soul with ardent ish. In the Gospel he becomes a Saviour, to
Oh then to arm me for the strife, to be
desires for the promotion of the Redeemer’s redeem and deliver. It is the office of faith to
Faithful to death,I’ll kneel an hour to Thee.
glory in the salvation of sinners.”—Webster, pp. give substance and reality to these truths, to
One hour with Thee, when rides the glorious sun
4. 5.
bring them home to our minds in such wise,
High in mid heav’n and panting nature feels
The extent of Mr. Simeon’s daily laborious that our affections will cling to them, that our
diligence may be inferred from the following conversation and our conduct,.shall be influenc
Lifeless and overpower’d, and man has done
statement of Mr.Webster.
For one short hour with urging life’s swift wheel
ed by them. We walk by faith, saith the Apos
“Fifty years together found him in his study tle. And by faith we are to endure, as seeing
In that deep pause my soul from care shall flee,
at five or six o’clock on the week day, often at him who is invisible. It is only in the exercise
To make that hour of rest an hour with Thee.
four or five on the Sunday, and, except during of faith, that our offerings of worship, can be
One hour with Thee, when sadden’d twilight flings
the hours devoted to exercise or meals, he acceptable to God. The repetition of words
Her soothing charm o’er lawn and vale and grove,
worked incessantly.”—Webster; p. 19.
in praise or prayer, is no worship to him, unto
When there breathes up from all created things
“For many years he preached regularly three whom ali hearts are open, unless accompanied
The sweet enthralling sense of thy deep love,
times on the Sunday, and twice or still oftener by, and springing out of a lively faith. No works
And when its softening power descends on me
during the week and his.sermons were uniform of charity and love among men, can of them
ly delivered with great energyand much action. selves make us acceptable unto God. Faith
My swelling heart shall spend one hour with Thee.
Though usually preached only from notes, his must offer them upon the altar of our hearts to
One hour with Thee,my God ! when softly night
discourses were yet carefully prepared. Hav- him; through Christ. In particular we are jus
Climbs the high heaven with solemn step and slow,
ing selected his subjects at the beginning of the tified by faith only, ft is the office of faith to
When thy sweet stars unutterably bright,
week, and collected his general materials, he lay hold of and apply this particular truth of
Are telling forth thy praise to men below,
habitually rose very early on the Sunday morn tbe Gospel. We hear the doctrine of the cross
Oh then, while far from earth my thoughts would flee,
ing, seldom later than five, and often still ear salvation by the merits and death of Christ,
I’ll spend in prayer one joyful hour with Thee.
lier, and devoted several hours,to the careful preached, and speculatively argued upon. We
arrangement and preparation of his discourses; admit it as a dogma in our creed. But it is no
N. II. Y.
and having thus come forward in the pulpit, thing except the heart/asten itself upon it. It
with the subject full and fresh in his mind, he is nothing, except we embrace it as the only
THE OBSERVER.
was enabled, through Divine mercy, to preach hope of our salvation. The highest, and chief
with much effect and was honored with many office of Christian faith, is this acceptance; and
From the New-York Observer.
seals to his ministry in the conversion of sinners embracement of Christ as our Saviour, Redeem
NOTICES OF THE REV. CHARLES SIMEON, and the edification of believers. His imagina
er, and Intercessor; our Prophet, Priest, and
From Sermons delivered on Occasion of his death.
tion was lively and his illustrations powerful, King,—our Righteousness, sanctification, and
In the London Christian Observer for February we find though occasionally such as on more mature
redemption. Not the maintenance of the mere
several interesting notices of the life and character of Mr. consideration would not be exactly approved.
ly theological, and speculative doctrine, but the
Simeon, from sermons delivered on occasion of his death,
by Thomas Webster, rector of St. Bololph’s, Cambridge; All bis discourses, however, were marked by hearty acceptation of that truth, the firm reli
Samuel Thodey, minister of the congregation worshipping this pecular excellence, that they were clearly ance which rests on it as the only foundation
in the Downing street meeting-house, Cambridge, and the derived from his text. He never appears to of our hope, ar.d which makes Christ our own
Rev. Francis Close, incumbent of Cheltenham.
have selected a passage, as the motto to some advocate with the Father. Not the general sen
Mr. Webster, in his discourse (from Gal. i. 22, “And
previously prepared discourse; hut the discourse timent that he is the Saviour and Redeemer of
they glorified God in me,”) enters into many interesting
particulars respecting his deceased friend. We copy from itself was invariably founded on the passage of the world, which the devils may believe of him,
Mr. W’s sermon the following statement relative to Mr. Scripture which he had selected; and this was —but the appropriation of him to ourselves, as
Simeon’s early life:
one grand secret of his usefulness.”—p. 8.
our own, only plea, refuge, and deliverer from
“The outlines of the sermons which he sin, satan, and death. It is further, the office
“The power of divine grace was displayed in
his early history. Mr. Simeon was born at preached were usually committed to paper on or effect of faith to cleanse, purify, and exalt
Reading, Sept. 24, 1759, and was at the usual the following day; carefully reviewed and re our affections,—to work in us, through the spi
age placed on the foundation at Eton School; vised at subsequent periods; and stored up for rit of grace ;nd of supplication, conformity to
where he distinguished himself by diligence in future use; and by this, careful process the two the will of God, to the image of his son, who
study, and by energy and activity in his youth and twenty volumes of^ his Horae Homileticae ; jS) as we]] oar pattern and exemplar of godly
ful amusements. In January, 1779, he was were gradually prepared; and have proved most living, as a sacrifice and propitiation for sin.—
nominated a scholar of King’s College, in this extensively useful to ministers of almost every To claim the Christian’s faith, without endeav
University, where he soon after commenced his denomination, not only in this country and in ors after obedience, submission and conformity
residence. Here, while evincing an ardent love Ireland, but also in America, and other far dis to the will of God, to the precepts and princi
of pleasure, and a taste and attachment for neat tant lands ”—p. 9.
ples of the morality, virtue and piety of the
In adverting to his zealous efforts to fill im Gospel, doing all those good works which God
ness and elegance, which remained with him in
great measure to the last, he yet uniformly portant posts of ministerial usefulness with pious hath ordained us to walk in, is as grievous an
1 error, as we could easily fall into. It makes it
maintained regularity and propriety of conduct. and faithful ministers, Mr.Webster says;
Reports indeed, of a different character have
“A considerable number of the East India ■ out that God hath redeemed us from sin, in orsometimes been circulated, but those reports, I Company’s chaplains owe their appointments to der that we may with impunity goon in sin.—
have long since ascertained from very compe his recommendation, and he thus very power- Shall we sin, because grace and mercy in Christ
tent authority to have been utterly unfounded. fully contributed to the formation of that branch abound? God forbid. If we may not plead
I am since assured that while a youth at Eton, of our establishment; whilst many private pa-! our own merits and deservings for justification,
Mr. S. displayed much of that order, and preci trons conferred with him as to the most suita- neither can we by reason of the gift and offering
sion, and strict morality which he ever after ble persons to whom they might present vacant made for sin, plead an allowance in it. Through
evinced; that he there regularly devoted a por livings. Nor did his exertions end here. He faith the Christian’s character is formed afIt is faith whief)
tion of his money to charitable purposes, and was deeply impressed with the highly beneficial 4er Christ’s example.
that when he arrived in Cambridge, he main results produced by the liberality of the late ; sustains us in time of affliction and trial. It is
tained from the first an exemplary conduct and John Thornton,Esq. and others, in the purchase ; faith.which bears us up against the shocks of
conversation, though he indulged a taste for of advowsons, and presentations to charches in temptation, and with which, as with a shield,
dress, and for some species of amusements which important situations; and to this purpose Mr. ' we quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. It
lie afterwards disapproved. His mind was ear Simeon devoted very considerable sums, and is this which gives us hope of heaven. By it we
ly brought under the influence of serious im eventually the whole of his remaining proper trust and rely upon God, as our Father and our
pressions, and those impressions were exceed ty. The avowsons thus purchased he has in Friend in Christ. By it we have respect unto
ingly strengthened by a melancholy accident. vested in the hands of trustees, in order that the the recompense of reward, and see on one side
Mr. Simeon was at that period much attached succeeding vacancies may be filled with suita the world of woe for the ungodly and impeni
to dancing, in which he excc'ied and travelled ble incumbents, ministers,who will preach those tent, on the other a heaven of bliss prepared
occasionally a considerable distance to attend doctrines which he preached, walk as he walked for those that love God. It is the office of faith
at balls. On one occasion, wishing to be pre and make the glory of God and the salvation of which dwells on these things, as realities,to pu
sent at a ball on the Monday, to which he souls theirgrand, their incessant object. In dis rify the heart. How necessary a virtue is Chris
could not conveniently travel on horseback in posing of the patronage which he thus possessed tian faith to our acceptance with God. We
the early part of the day, he proceeded a part lie ever evinced the most entire disregard ot must remember it is his gitt, and betake our
McB.
of his journey on the Sunday evening; and on any thing like favor and affection, and he uni selves to him.
arriving at the inn, received intelligence of a formly withstood all private and personal appli
young man similarly employed, having been cations; his one object invariably was, to pre
BEAUTIFUL EXTRACT.
thrown from his horse, and killed on the sent the fittest man he could find to the vacant
FROM MISS HARRIET MARTINEAU.
spot. His reflections on this melancholy event, situation. His conduct in these respects has
He who made the human heart to yearn at
and his consideration of what would have been indeed been objected to, on tbe ground of its the voice of kindliness, and to leap at the tone
his own state had he been thus suddenly called tendency to advance the interests of a party,and of joy, thereby rebukes the system which give
to his last account, were, through Divine mercy thus to promote schism and its attendant evils. birth to mutual curses and flings sorrows into
powerfully instrumental in leading him serious But this objection derives all its force from a many homes;—he who gradually discloses to the
ly and earnestly to attend to religion.
misapprehension of the actual state of things in roused human ear the music of his name does
“The state of religious instruction in the our establishment. There are, there always it for other purposes than to have it taken upon
churches of Cambridge appears to have been have been, and there probably will long contin human lips in mockery as a password to the
at that time very far from what might have been ue amongst its ministers, and its members, very meanest frauds—he who made yon glittering sea
desired or expected; and Mr. Simeon wander different opinions on points of essential impor a broad path by which his children might pass
ed about from church to church, without de tance....... Now they who maintain the one class to and fro, so that the full may bear bread to
riving the assistance and information of which of these positions,must regard the supporters of the hungry, and the skilful send clothing to the
lie stood in need. At length he was led to at the other as advancing dangerous and destruc naked, must pity the perverseness with which
tend at St. Edward’s church, where the- Rev. tive doctrines, and it therefore becomes the du such mutual aid is declined, or yielded only at
Mr. Atkinson, tutor of Trinity Flail, officiated. ty of those who are fully convinced in their the expense of crime—artificial crime, which
Mr. Simeon’s mind was then anxious and per own minds of the dangers to which their oppo brings on natural, as its sure consequence; he
plexed; he was of course required to attend at nents are exposed, to exert themselves to the who scatters his bounties over the earth with
stated periods, the sacraments of the Lord’s utmost to bring them off from ther pernicious an impartial hand, his snow and sunshine, his
Supper; and he saw that it was his duty, as it is sentiments, and render them sound in tbe faith.” fruits and gems: he who lets loose his herds on
unquestionably the duty of all Christian people —pp. 10. 11.
the plains of the tropics and calls the fishy tribes
to partake of that sacred ordinance; but he felt
“On this principle Mr. Simeon acted, while into the depths of Polar seas;—he,who breathes
a deep sense of unworthiness ; his meditation men called him uncharitable, be evinced true upon the corn-fields, and they wave; who whis
on his own heart and life, and examination of charity by exerting himself to his measure, yea pers among the pine forescs of the North, and
his conduct and conversation by the rule of and beyond his measure; to rescue others from they bow before him,—thus works that man may
G xl’s word, discovered many imperfections those dangers to which he saw they were ex impart and enjoy; and yet man will not impart
while.his views of the full and perfect, and suf posed: and the effect of his‘exertion was such, and forbids his fellow man to enjoy,—he who in
ficient atonement, oblation, and satisfaction of that multitudes were, through his instrumental a still small voice says to the Hindoo beneath
the Lord Jesus Christ were clouded and indis ity, brought to sounder views, and went forth to the palm tree, “Get thee a home:” who visits
tinct; he therefore earnestly wished for some preach those doctrines which, however opposed the broken sleep of the toil worn artisan to bid
introduction to the minister of St. Edwards, and by some, and distasteful to others; are yet in him get food and rest; who comes in the chill
sometimes thought,‘If I were in Mr. Atkinson’s terwoven and embodied inthe Liturgy,the Arti wind to the shivering Boor to warn him to pro
situation, and saw a young gownsman regular- I cles and the Homilies of our church.”—p. 12. vide apparel: who scares the crouching Arab
with thunders among the caverned rocks, and
(To be continued.)
ly attending my ministry,' I would at least give I
CONDUCTED BY
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the Greenlander with tempests on the icy sea,
and the African with wild beasts in the sultry
night, that out of their terror may arise mutual
protection and social ease, — is daringly gain
said, by intermeddlers, who declare that one na
tion shall have scanty food and another miser
able clothing; and that a third must still find
holes in the rocks, or a refuge in the trees be
cause neither wood nor iron shall be given for
habitations. Shall there not come a day when
the toil worn Briton shall complain, “I was hun
gry and ye gave me no food;” and the Pole, “I
was naked and ye clothed me not;” and the Sy
rian wanderer, “I was houseless, and ye shel
tered me not:” and the gem decked hungered
savage, “I was poor and ye visited me not, nor
let me enrich you in return.”—When will men
learn that the plan of Divine Providence indi
cates the scheme of human providence; that
man should distribute his possessions as God
scatters his gifts; that, as man is created for
kindliness and for social ease; he should be gov
erned so as to secure them, that, as all inter
ests naturally harmonize under a law of impar
tial love, it is an impiety to institute a law of
partiality, by which interests are arbitrarily op
posed? When will men learn that it should be
with their wrought as with their natural wealth
—that, as the air of heaven penetrates into all
hidden places, and nourishes the life of every
breathing thing, all theelements of human com
fort should expand till they have reached and
refreshed, each partaker of human life; that as
the seeds of vegetation are borne here and there
by gales and dropped by birds upon ridges and
into hollows, the means of enjoyment should oe
conveyed to places lofty or lowly in the social
scale, whence the winged messengers may re
turn over the deep with an equal recompense?
Wh en will governments learn that they are res
ponsible for every life that is sacrificed through
a legislation of partiality: whether it be of a
servant of its own, murdered by rebellious hands
or ofa half-nourished babe dying on its sickly
mother’s knee, or of a spirit-broken merchant,
or of a worn out artizan? When will the peo
ple learn that instead of acquiescing in the im
position of oaths which they mean to break,of a
watch which they permit to be insulted and
slaughtered, of a law which they bring up their
children to despise and to defy, they should de
mand with one voice that freedom in the dispo
sal of the fruits of their toil, upon which mutu
al interest is a sufficient check, while it proves a
more unfailing-stimulus than any arbitrary en
couragement given to one application of indus
try at the expense of all others? When shall
we leave the natural laws which guide human
efforts as they guide the stars in their courses to
work, without attempting to mend them by our
bungling art?—When shall man cease to charge
upon Providence evils of his own devising, and
pray for deliverance from the crimes he him
self has invented, and from the miseries which
follow in their train? We implore that there
may be no murder and put fire-locks into the
hands of our smugglers. We profess our pie.
ty, and hold the Bible to unhallowed lips in our
custom houses. We say “Avaunt!” to all that
is infernal when we bring our children to the
font, and straightway educate them to devilish
subtilty and hatred. We weekly celebrate our
love for our whole race, and yet daily keep
back a portion of the universal inheritance of
man. O, when will man come in singleness of
heart before his Maker, and look abroad upon
iiis works in the light of his countenance!—Chr.
Witness.
From the Religious Magazine.
A SCENE AT SEA.

In June of 182G, the writer of this article
took passage, in a packet, from a southern city
for New York. It was a lovely morning. A
fair wind swept us from the wharf. Fort after
fort, and island after island were rapidly passed
as we stretched out of the beautiful harbor.—
There was a crowd of passengers. Gaiety and
cheerfulness prevailed; for our circumstances
conspired to promote it. Some of us, after long
absence were hastening toward home, “the
place where all endearments meet.” Others
were on visits of pleasure and relaxation to the
healthful scenes ofa northern summer. A cou
ple of leagues ol distance, were passed. But an
incident affecting and painful to me at least oc
curred.
In stowing away some articles of freight the
chief mate of the ship discovered a slave, who
had secreted himself in the hole, in hope of es
cape from bondage. He had made the neces
sary provision for his support during the pas
sage, in some simple articles of food, which,
with a couple of blankets which he had provid
ed for his bed, were drawn forth from the dark
ness and presented to our sight.
I looked on this scene with the deepest sym
pathy for the man, a slave indeed, but a man.—
There he stood, of fine form and noble features.
He appeared about thirty years of age. I gave
him the appellation, man. So he was. And
then he must have had the feelings of~human
nature. And what must have been the anxie
ties of his mind as belaid this plan ol escape
and carried it into execution? How strong
must have been his emotions, as in the darkness
ot midnight, he stowed himself away in the hole
and made the various arrangements necessary
to escape the observation of all on board! How
high must have been the exultation of hope, as
he heard the fastenings of the ship cast off’—as
he heard the dashing of the passing waves, in
dicating progress toward a land of freedom!—
What! What pleasant scenes must hare arisen
before hirft, as he thought of stepping on that
distant shore where he should be a slave no lon
ger? I say he was a man, qnd therefore such
emotions as these must have arisen in his bosom.
But suddenly the fair fabric of his hopes was
dashed in pieces. The officer’s eye fell upon
him. His stern voice called him from his dark
retreat. What a sound for his ear! What an
guish for his heart! The bright visions of his
fancy were suddenly overshadowed with terri
ble darkness. You could see the emotions of

sadness and despair on his countenance as he
slowly ascended from his place of refuge and
stood before us.
I here were those of the passengers, who ut
tered the bitter curse upon him, and the still
more bitter jest. I heard the rude laugh as
strains of heart-cutting ridicule rang in his ears.
But all this was most harshly at variance with
the mournful reality of the sad scene. I could
have wept over the unhappy man. I could not
see such delightful hopes, as I knew must have
gladdened his soul, thus cloven down without
deep sympathy with him. I could not see but
with strong emotion a fellow being just burst
ing from the bondage and oppression of thirty
years, thus cruelly thrust back again into the
furnace—to be for him heated seven-fold. I
could not see that crushed and bleeding heart,
those withered and expiring hopes, and suffer
my thoughts to glance at that prospect of gloom
which had so suddenly succeeded such blessed
expectation. I could not do this without heart
felt grief. I was bound with him. And I
could not but see; as clearly as the midnight
lightning’s flash is seen, the odious influence
ofa system, which could make so sad a specta
cle an occasion of curses or merriment: which
could steel the heart to insensibility when so
powerful an appeal was made to its sympathies.
By the captain’s order the ship was hove to,
and a signal was soon flying to recall the pilot
boat which had just left us. In an hoar the
unhappy slave was on his way back to his mas
ter. But before the flight of another hour he
was in the eternal world! Rather than fall into
the hands of men, he chose to “fall into the
hands of the living God.” He threw himself
into the sea and was seen no more!
Simon.
From the Journal and Luminary.
IIE IS JUST PRAYING, AND WILL BE DONE IN A
MINUTE.

I had business with one of our citizens, and
called at an early hour in the morning. A very
decent domestic met me at the door, and I in
quired for Mr. ------ . She replied, “take a chair
here in the hall: he is just praying and will be
done in a minute." She then took up her pail
and scrub-cloth, and went up stairs about her
business. As I was left here to my own reflec
tions, I thought—Does not that good man call
his household together for family worship ?—
The family wes in health, and there were no in
fant children, and the chamber hearth might
have been washed as well either before or af
ter prayers. But that young lady was thus em
ployed at that sacred hour, and spoke of hia
praying as if he were shaving his beard or wash
ing his face; doing something in which she had
no concern. At the great day she may rise up
in judgment against him, and the blood of her
soul be required at his hands, Now look at
A CONTRAST.

A few months ago, an old man of eighty
went to his rest above, and he told me before
his departure, that about one hundred persons
had been hopefully born again under his roof.
I have spent months in his family, and every
man-servant and maid servant, and the stran
ger within his gates, were called together for
family worship: and there was something more
thanjusZ praying,—there was an appearing be
fore God with his household,with such delight,
such reverence, such dependence, and such
supplication, that none forgot that God-was the
great head ofthe family, on whom we were all
dependent, and to whom we were responsible.
Will not this man shine as the stars forever and
ever?
H. L.
THE CHRISTIAN MINISTRY.
(Extract from the last annual Report of the Boston
Young Men’s Education Society.)

The increasing interest which is felt on the
subject of ministerial education, by all the
branches < f the Christian church in onr coun
try, is aspectable of most interesting aspect.—
A spirit seems to be moving among all religious
denominations, which is prophetic of desirable
results. The hitherto slumbering Christian
seems earnest now to hear what the spirit saith
unto the churehes. He feels that neither the
distance ofnearly two thousand years of time,nor
diversity of condition,has affected the injunction
of his departed Master to his disciples, “Go ye
into all the world and preach the gospel to every
creature,” and that if he would greet the com
ing of the blessed period with an eye of faith,
he must put forth the labor needed “to fill the
whole earth with the knowledge of God as the
waters cover the sea.” The effort made by en
lightened associations to act out this injunction
does not seem an inconstant and transient one,
hut a heaven-born energy, marking its benevo
lent results by the life-giving, and maintaining
power of its own divine spirit. From ten thou
sand hills, once in deathlike silence, prayer now
goes up to heaven, and from millions of once
unheeded sources, now spring the exhaustlesg
supplies of these streams of benevolence. The
Scriptures are moving on the wings of the
wind to the distant islands ofthe sea. 1 hey
have reached the ship as well as cottage, and
are pouring the light of immortal life intp the
dark mine°and hopeless dungeon. Practical
Christianity seems at length to have taught us,
that our fellow-man bound in chains,—or the
victim of our artifice,—that the slave in relent
less bondage,—or man immolated by thou
sands on the altar of human ambition,—is the
temple for the in dwelling of the ever-living
God.
Believing that under. Providence an efficient
ministry is to be the grand instrument in the
conversion of this world to righteousness, we
feel grateful to our Heavenly Father, for the
undeserved privilege of being co-workers with
him, in contributing to its institution with sup
port. One of the fundamental principles on
which we act, is the indispensable necessity of a
thorough, education of the Christian ministry.—
We wish to be instrumental in preparing for the
American churches and the world, a ministry

86
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tire, but the Abyssinians were too ignorant to I author that “the woman ventures most (i
matrithat can check the tide of error, can skillfully is then, a solemn question whether religious ish Nation received into the Church ot Christ ove the Bible on rational grounds. Ihe>r re" Giony,) for that she hath no sanctuary to in
retire to
by
baptism,
152
having
been
baptized
in
the
lay open the treasures of Gospel truth, and in knowledgeshall.or shall notcontrol the hundreds
The
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from
an
evil
husband
;
she
must
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verence
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superstition
the discharge of all duties be equal to the ex of millions, hereafter to fill a country, whose Chapel, and 79 previously to its having been
sorrow, and hatch the eggs which her own folly '
alted requisition of the country and the age.— extent is the breadth of a continent. Shall the opened for. Divine Service; of the whole num novating character of the Gospel was forgotten,
Your minds need not now be enlightened on the people themselves be characterized by holiness ber, 76 were baptized as adults and the rest and has long been unknown. Silently but ra infelicity hath produced: and she is more under it
value of this principle. You know too well the or sin, is rather the true statement of this ques as children. Besides these, many Israelites pidly the enemies of the Church are making en because her tormentor hath a warrant of preroea’
worth of the immortal soul, despoiled of its di tion. The moral aspect of this nation cannot have been baptized in different parts of the croachments on her domains. The Gospel is tive; she may appeal to God, but otherwise, she
vine image,and lost eternally,but for the glorious long remain stationary. Shall then the far kingdom of whom your Committee have no ac no longer seen to be the power of God unto sal hath no appeal in the causes of unkindness.” This
revelation the gospel contains for its salvation, greater part of this population be actuated by curate account. Is it no evidence ot the Di vation, its native strength of influence is daily single fact, so far from being improved to the indul
to allow that gospel to be imperfectly and inad principles, which will work alike, their tempo vine Blessing on the work in general that there weakening, and in an equal degree, the Pagan gence of a tyrannical spirit, makes an effectual an'
equately administered. You know that the re ral and eternal wretchedness, or those that will are now at least eight clergymen of the Church and the Mussulman are increasing in boldness peal to their generosity. The very weakness and
lations every individual sustains to God, call promote their sociaf happiness,—form the se of England who are of the Hebrew Nation: or and power. In the words of Mr. Salt, who trav ependence of the wife, furnish a reason why they
loudly that the great principles of morality and curity of their government, render permanent that sixteen of the Missionaries and agents of elled in Abyssinia about thirty years ago—“At whh dnbieSl!ielded fr°m 6Very harm’ antJ cherished
the present moment, the nation, with its religion witn all kindness.
religion,the everlasting distinctions between right their blessings, and prepare them for the eter the Society are converts from Judaism? As a
1 he Galla and ch0Bract'-th. .‘h’a’.“ign.’,,Ot ofP°«rayiag the
and wrong.the method of the divine govern nal life revealed in the gospel? This is the sol proof that similar encouragement is met with on is fast verging to ruin.
ment, and the solemnities of eternal retribution emn question to be determined respecting a the Continent, where the Jews are more num Mussulman tribes around are daily becoming
good husband, but of adducing a
should be held up to man in all their meaning, country, more full of promise, than any other erous, theCommittee refer to thestatement made more powerful, and, there is reason to fear strong proo „ Ule flct w|,ich , |urc
and enforced upon the conscience by the con on which the sun shines, and the very proposal at the last Anniversary by Dr. iholuck an emi that, in a short timq the very , name of namely, that Americans make the best husbands
“Says in the world. It ,s found in ,Ile
f
straining motives of the gospel. You will not of it to young men, must convince them, of the nent Professor in the PrussianUniversity of Hal Christ may be lost among them.”
then have confidence in the unskillful physician importance of cherishing a ministry, that by its le from his own personal knowledge ot the pro another writer, “The restoring tranquility to man, who has lately »lsile(l tMs „„„
the provinces, would also have the very im ed society amongst us with a discriminating eye
for the moral maladiesof the soul, nor take coun purity and piety, would be the chief instru gress of Christianity among the Jews.
The Committee received very lately, the fol portant effect of putting an end to the exporta —M. Chevalier. His words are these:
sel of the untaught interpreter of the laws es ment under God, of diffusing true knowledge,
Amer-’
tablished by the all-wise Legislator of the uni and that should be sustained in every coming lowing official document, furnished by the Roy tion of slaves, which here is not only liable to lean community is more advanced than the F„rn
age by the efforts and prayers of a redeemed al Consistory of Silesia: containing a statement the same objection as on the western coasts pean in what relates to the family and the h
verse.
- is
- more sacred
oaseof the number of Israelites baptized within the of Africa, but to the still greater one, that hold. rnk
But we regard the Christian ministry at the people.
I’he~ union of man and wife
Christians,
and
that
the
slaves
exported
are
limits
of
their
jurisdiction
between
the
years
of
present day, as the chief support and safeguard
among American labourers, than among the citizens
they are carried into Arabia, where they inevi
not only of the religious, but the social and civ
The Connecticut Observer makes the follow 1820 and 1834 inclusive; from which it appears tably lose not only their liberty but their reli of some countries of Europe. In the United States
il interests of our race. It has become an in ing remarks, which we think may well be con that 347 individuals of the Jewish Nation were
even in the laboring class, a man knows better the
quiry of no common importance to American sidered by those who are desirous of improving baptized in the Protestant Communion, and 108 gion.” It may be observed, however to avoid obligations of a strong sex to the weak sex, than
in that of the Roman Catholics, making a total misunderstanding,that the best authorities state among French citizens. Not only does the Amer
Christians, in this age of heedless and unprinci the moral and intellectual state of society:
of
Four Hundred and fifty five Jewish Converts the traffic in slaves not to be carried on by the ican mechanic or farmer spare his wife, as much as
pled enterprise, what are their duties as Chris
“A religious newspaper is, in truth, a periodi
baptized
in fifteen years, in the province of Si Christians of Abyssinia, but by the Mohamme possible, all painful labour, all unsuitable occupa
tian members of the body politic ! How much cal tract,—with the advantage o"er common
and what can they do toward securing the bles tracts, of weaving its sentiments into the mind lesia alone. These persons are in all ranks of dan merchants.
tion, but he shows towards her a politeness un
sing of free government, and enlarging and per by repetition; and he, who, by obtaining a sub life; and many of them are personally known to
known amongst us by men who yet believe they
petuating the reign of liberty, knowledge, and scriber, secures the reading of a religious news- the friends of the Society as adorning their
THE OBSERVER.
possess much cultivation of mind and much lear
religious truth? How shall they unfasten the per, may regard himself as performing, every Christian Profession.
ning.” Much more to the same effect might be
Another similar statement, from Konigsberg, GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1837. quoted.
implicit confidence of the community in erring week, the part of a tract distributor. It would
man, for national safety and prosperity, and be difficult to point out a mode in which more gives a total of Two Hundred and I hirty-four
All this may be regarded by some as faint praise:
teach these teeming millions to look to Him, good ean be done, with an equal expense of time Baptisms in twenty four years; of which, 217
Kenyon College.—The Summer Term of the I, for my part, regard it the very highest. The
are in the Protestant Church, and 17 among the
whose wisdom, and often holy indignation, mocks and effort.— Chr. Witness.
Theological Seminary of Ohio, and Kenyon Col fact which it asserts is an honour to our country,
Roman Catholics.
the proud policy and plans ol the great men of
lege,
will commence on Wednesday, the 26th inst. for it springs from a strong moral principle in the
The
Committee
expect,
to
receive
official
state

the earth? No way so surely, as by acting up
people, and it is an honor to our holy religion, for
ments of this kind from several other places;
BENEFITS OF A NEWSPAPER.
to the motto of every education society,— “A
to the direct and indirect influence of Christianity
and
they
ask,
“
Is
there
not
abundant
evidence
well educated Christian minister for every one
The Christian Mirror mentions a Church
Sunday School Books.—We have been request the whole is ultimately to be traced.
M.
thousand souls throughout our widely extend which some years ago, voted to supply every that a blessing rests on the work of the Socie ed to say that Professor Bache, of Kenyon College,
ed country.” Whoever has studied the laws of family in which one of their members resided, ty?” They do not assert that in every one of
For the Gambier Observer.
the human mind, knows that superior intellect with a copy of that paper. This was done at a these individuals there has been a real change has just received a supply of the various publica
INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC IN CHURCHES.
of
heart,
or
that
converts
from
the
Jews
are
tions
of
the
American
Sunday
School
Union,
which
ordinarily governs, as that human reason ordi time when they were unable to support a minis
Mr. Editor,—Will you have the goodness to in
narily prevails over brutal force. Yours, then, ter without help from abroad. They have since less liable to fall away than converts among the will be disposed of to Societies or individuals for
sert the following letter in your paper? It was
is that glorious aim to perfect that alliance be repaired their house of worship, purchased a Gentiles: but they do assert that they are not cash at cost.
written by the excellent Richard Watson, of tlie
tween learning and religion, which may be em parsonage, and educated three sons of the more so: and they do believe and know, as
Methodist Church in England, and contains some
ployed to redeem our country from ignorance Church, and besides supporting their Pastor, Prof. Tholuck declares, that, out of thousands
and sin, and bring it into the perfect liberty and they now contrib <te an amount nearly equal to who have embraced Christianity, hundreds at
Baptism of English Jews.—It appears from the salutary hints, especially to Episcopalians. There
purity of the sons of God. Could we then for his salary for benevolent purposes.—Christian least are true Israelites, and, in general their London Missionary Register, that Mr. II. S. Jo are no people, who profess themselves so anxious
families and children are brought under Chris
as we, to accompany the “spirit” with the “under
get altogether the main end of our association, Witness.
tian Instruction and receive a Christian Edu seph, a Christian Israelite, was admitted to k°ly 1 S£an(]ing in all our public exercises of religion;
and regard our efforts, as merely to bring for
orders in the Church of England, on Sunday, the but do we not most grievously depart from our own
cation. ,
ward young men of talent and moral promise,
PRAYER AND RESIGNATION.
The Committee feel that all these encourag 18th of December, by the Bishop of Chester, as j riJlp
regard to the third, fourth and fifth partic
to be the future guides and counsellors of our
Lord Bolingbroke once asked lady Hunting- ing circumstances are so many loud calls to in
country, to take upon them the responsible du
ton
how
she
reconciled
prayer to God for a par creased exertions. Many of your present sta minister of St. Simon’s Church, Liverpool, in the I u^ars*n the summary of the following letter?
ties of citizens of a free republic, we should
X.
midst of a dense population, among whom c
deem it the most effectual single remedy yet ticular blessing, with an absolute resignation to tions are most inadequately provided with La
L
ondon
,
Monday.
provided for our national moral diseases. In the divine will. ‘Very easily,’ answered her la bourers; and there is, besides, a vast field yet found his brethren, both according to the flesh and
Dear Sik,— I am unable to say any thing, hut what is
crease the proportion of the virtuous and- de dyship: ‘just as if I were to petition to a mon altogether unoccupied. The Committee have in the spirit. On the same day two adult Jews exceedingly obvious, in the case of the introduction of or
cidedly pious in a community, and furnish them arch, of whose wisdom and kindness I have the no Missionaries in Russia—none in Italy—none and a Jewess, with their children, were baptized
gans into our chapels; and I think the only question to bo
with a thorough education, and you touch the highest opinion. In such a case my language in the Austrian Dominions—but one in the cap
main-spring of public influence. You are op would be,—I wish you to bestow on me such ital of Turkey—another in Asia Minor—and at St. Bride’s Church, Liverpool,in the presence of considered is, whether they serve or obstruct congregation
erating with means as irresistable, in the great and such a favor, but your majesty knows bet but one; standing alone amidst the desolations nearly two hundred of the children of Abraham. On al singing. On this opinons differ: some affirming, and
cause of the advancement of society, as can be ter than I how far it would be agreeable to you of Jerusalem—and not one solitary voice to cry Christmas day,a young Israelite, from the operative others denying as positively, that the congregation trusts to
made to act upon the human soul. It is as im or right in itself, to grant my desire. I there aloud in the vast regions beyond, to the op Jewish converts’ Institution, was baptized at the the organ, and listens, rather than joins in the service. As
far as my observation go.s this does not necessarily follow.
possible that the intellect of a country should fore content, myself with humbly presenting my pressed and wandering Israelites of the Asiatic
In churches where the congregations are irreligious it is
be moved by the motives of the gospel, and the petition, and leave the event entirely to you.” Continents, Behold your salvation cometh\ In Episcopal Jews’ Chapel, Bethnal Green.
so: but it would be the same if there were only a clerk, or
public mind remain impure, as that the planets —Presbyterian.
Northern Africa, one faithful Labourer has
should not reflect the rays of the sun, when un
stood alone, often fainting beneath its burning
Rev. Joseph Wolff.—A letter from Mr. Wolff an orchestra of singers and fiddlers. In many churches, (
MISSIONARY
der his direct and illuminating beams. He,
sun—look round on the dark solitude, in which to a friend, dated at Suez on the 4th of May, 1836 know, where the Minister is evangelical, and the congre
gation devotional, the organ is scarcely heard, but at the
then, • who calls from obscurity, and conducts
no eye encourages and no voice cheers him in
From the (London) Missionary Register.
through the stages of a public education, an in
hm "often perilous path, but the eye and the and published in the London Missionary Register commencement of the tune, its sounds being mingled with
digent and gifted youth, whose talents divine
voice of Him who says, Lo, I am with you al for January thus describes the intended journey- the full swell of the voices of the worshippers.
. JEW’S SOCIETY,
Among ourselves, at Brunswick chapel, Liverpool, the
grace has sanctified, is a rich benefactor of his
ways}
ings of this eccentric but pious and devoted man.
TWENTY-EIGHTH REPORT.
age. Indeed the effects already produced, have
congregation joins with as much ardour as if there were
[concluded.]
lam going now to Jidda; thence, God willing, cross
From the Spirit of Missions.
proved beyond question, the beneficial influence
over to Massowah: and from thence I intend to proceed to no organ, and I think more. This is also the case at Bath
that sanctified talent is capable of exerting on „ Good ,Progress and Prospects of the Jewish ,
ABYSSINIAN CHRISTIANS.
the capital of Abyssinia, Gondar, where the Jews called (in both the chapels) at Margate, and at Newark. These
Cause.
—
In
the
majority
of
instances,
the
Com„
,,
,
.
c
,
„
...
T
the general interests of science and government. mittee have to relate only the particulars of that Extract from a letter of’the Rev. Mr. JowFalasha are residing. After having stopped with them acts have fixed my opinion in favor of organs in large chap
Christian missions are doing more indirectly, tedious and often painful course of Missionary ett dated August 17th 1836
.
four
or five months, and given also Bibles to the Christians els, and where they are prudently and constitutionally in
at this very moment, to advance the knowledge
, ,by which
, • , ..the1 goodi seed| •is sown; cfor •/
The
Abyssinians. bear theChristian
came,
and
Duty
its
i
,
c
.
’
I
intend
to go to Shoa—thence to Narea or Enerea, where troduced. The only exception I know is one in which the
and interests of mankind, temporal, as well as . • f ■
,i”
•. c
, are the. representatives
to
they may wait
for years; and „
>.
..
. us, ot many nations.— Christians are—thence to Timbuctoo, and the Cape of tone is so intolerably harsh, that no sound in heaven or in
eternal, than has been done before by the world fruitful , increase,
..
’
i
.
iJ
c
•.
u
i
!
By
profession
they
are
brethren
of
that
houseearth can commingle with it. I believe however, that
may be, that the tidings of it may be borne i , * , r . ,
<
...
for ages. The intelligent and unprejudiced will it
,
■
,,than those
.7
i
ilot. it
•. was i hold
of faith,to
whom we are especially enjoin- Good Hope. Should I not be able to proceed to those even there, the people sing; but after all, the tones of the
by
other
witnesses
whose
,
,
,
,
1
,
J
,
places
from
Narea,
I
intend
to
go
from
Narea
to
Melinde,
everywhere acknowledge, that the humble, selfed to do good.
Degraded and miserable,
,
, ignorance,
. ”
i- 1 presents a spec- Mozambique, and the Cape of Good Hope. And after organ, like the voice of a fish-woman in a market, keep a
denying, and often self-sacrificing missionary of perhaps,
1
* to sow in tears.
through
our religion
The
recollection
of
the
establishment
of
the
tacle
far
from
inviting
to
their
heathen and Mo- having proclaimed the tidings of Salvation in the Cape, I lofty distinction above all others. This exception only proves
the cross, is already an able contributor to the
advancement of human society. Such effects Warsaw Mission, by the Rev. A. M’Caul and |)arnmedan neighbors. Truth is trampled in the intend (D. V.) to come again to Bombay, thence to Can- that it is of importance to have an instrument of full and
will always follow any efforts that are made to the Rev. F. W. Becker,many years ago, affords dust: and in the eyes of all, by whom they are dahar, Kohan, Yarkand, Ovenburg, Kaintschatka, Peters mellifluous tone.
On the other hand, we shall regret the day when the li •
add to the graces of Christian character, that a striking illustration of this remark. They i surrounded, the Bible is put on a level with the burg, America, Marseilles, and Malta. The journey will
knowledge which is power. Is it not then wor sowed the good seed, distributing the Word of Koran, and the sacraments are ranked with the take me again three years and four months. 011 1 Dear berty to introduce organs into our chapels, under certain cir
thy our best exertions, even if we looked not God and Scriptural Tracts abundantly, among feas£S of devils. Yet the perseverance of this Friend/ it is a glorious office to be made an instrument cumstances, was granted, if we are to have organists also
exclusively to the preparation of young men for the crowds of Jews which flocked to hear and people in maintaining a name to live, in which of preaching the tidings of Salvation through all parts of who seek to display their talents, and to tell a gaping crowd
the gospel ministry? What then should be our sec this new thing. And many were ready to unfortunately, ratller than a practical godliness
with what elasticity their fingers can vibrate, and how ma
the world: and I know that the Gospel is a light which
efforts, when we consider that they are not on ask, “What then? How many were converted I th flace the essence of Christianity is worthy
ny graces and trills they can add to the composition before
kindles the fire of the love of God in the sinner’s heart,
ly to wield the highest moral and religious influ to Christianity?” Following years have given the jmitation of many who are better instructthem; men who could not think the sun shone bright, un
ence, but to consecrate their entire lives to this an encouraging answer to a question which none e(j ar)j commends them to our sympathy and in a manner inconceivable. Let us therefore disregard the less they looked at his beams through a painted transparen
censure of the world, and goon exclaiming CHRIST: cy of their own; and who fancy they heightened the sub
work? Is it worth our toils to give increased could answer then. The Committee are now relief.
limity of a peal of thunder by ringing hand-hells during
strength to the sanctified mind of our country: frequently hearing of converts, whose first im
Receiving the Christian faith, in the fourth THE LIGHT OK VERY LIGHT!
the storm. The attempts of some organists to embellish
and shall we not fast multiply those men of God pressions were received from a portion of the century (according to the most authentic ac
who are to be the religious teachers of this na- Scripture or a Tract distributed at that period. count,) until the sixth, they defended it with
and garnish the noble compositions of our great masters in
For the Gambier Observer.
ti >n, of truth, that suited to man’s wants,is need
psalmody is disgusting beyond entlurance.
Voluntaries
A great desire for the word of God has been increasing attachment. Then unaided for ten
AMERICAN HUSBANDS.
ed to make him free indeed, and a world peace excited among the Jews, who had previously centuries, they tought for their religion with
are equally objectionable, for a different reason. If good
The Europeans accuse the Americans of indulg
ful and happy.
but little acquaintance with their own Scriptures Pagans on the one side, and with the followers ing inordinately in self-praise; and 1 fear there is they are out of place, if bad, they do not deserve a place
It is equally demonstrable that our public mo and but scanty means of obtaining them. Let I of the false prophet on the other. Perhaps much justice in the charge. But there is one point any where.
rals cannot be preserved without the agency the crowds of Jews bear witness, who, for many Abyssinia is the only Christian country that I have long thought, in regard to which we have
As you are good enough to attach the least importance
of the ministers of our holy religion, as that days together, surrounded the Rev. F. W. Bee- was not brought into at least nominal subjec- not fallen into this weakness, where notwithstand to an opinion of mine, I may give you in few words my
our civil institutions cannot survive our public ker and Mr. Deutsch at Augnstow, Suwalki, 1 tion to one or the other of these powers during ing the facts of the case would seem to furnish a deliberate judgment, formed now’for several years, and af
morals. Our salvation lies in that great reform - and Calvary in Poland, receiving portions of that period. Again in resisting the Jesuits and temptation. Let it not be supposed that I men ter some observations of the practical effect. It is, tlia{
er, the gospel, respected and acknowledged.— Scripture, and listening to the message of the the Pope of Rome, they struggled successfully tion it in order to foster the spirit which I have organs in our large chapels are desirable,
In its civil, literary, and moral influence, it will Gospel. The Committee might refer to the with another ofthe powers of darkness. About just condemned, that of self-flattery and national
1. When they abolish formal choirs of singers.
be to our country, what our streams are to its sums of money annually received by the Rev. the sixteenth century a league with the Portu pride. It is rather a matter of censure and rebuke
meadows and valleys, covering them with green J. G. Bergfeldt,-sometimes as much as £116 for guese was sought by the Abyssinians, lor their that we should zealously trumpet our own fame by I 2. When they are played by persons of judgment and
sobriety.
ness, and filling them with gladness. Mere hu the Scriptures, from Jews travelling through protection against the forces of the Mohamme
speaking of our rapid growth as a nation, our po
3. When the end for which they are introduced, to as
man wisdom, or any motives that the public Konigsberg, the amount of which would be lar dans and idolaters; and thus a more cruel and
good, or self-interest ever brings before men, is ger it the supply of Scriptures were more ade deadly enemy than either was admitted in the litical institutions and the like, whilst we entirely sist congregational singing, is steadily maintained.
4. W hen no voluntaries, interludes &c, are on any ac
and has ever been powerless, to restrain the quate—or to the interesting accounts from the character of allies. The Jesuits entered the overlook those substantial virtues of an individual
tendency of human nature to depraved moral Rev. F. C. Evald, at Tunis, where 900 copies country, and with power at their command, de and domestic kind which form the true glory and count, or at any time permitted.
sentiment. The experiment has been tried, and of the Scriptures were distributed in seven manded for Rome the spiritual and temporal strength of our country. The particular trait to
5. When the tune is not first played over by the organ
we have the record ol its utter failure on the months, 600 of them being sold at a low price; control of the realm. These demands the na which I refer, as the reader has anticipated from alone,—a common but very silly practice.
page of early republican history: and in later and where the Jews bought the Old and New tion resisted, and after years of carnage and civ the heading of these remarks, is our faithful dis
6. When nothing is done rashly, or in the spirit of par.
times, in that great moral convulsion, which Testaments together, and were diligently read il war, they were restored to the free exercise charge of conjugal duties. Years ago, judging ty: for many of the best men have the strongest prejudices
shook both hemispheres, how palsied we-e their ing the New; and where Mr. Ewald had, in that of the religion of their fathers. The complete from the facts which some personal observation of
against the instrument.
efforts, with the press in their hands, the very time, received £39 17s. for copies of the Scrip and final expulsion of the Jesuits from the men of different countries, and some acquaintance
power on which modern infidelity relies for safe tures from the Jews. They might lead you to kingdom, took place about 1634. Thus, says with books portraying private life, in all its grades,
For the Gambier Observer.
ty, to reach those sources of human conduct, contemplate the affecting sight of the same a recent writer, (Prof. Lee,) ended a Mission, in Europe, had furnished, I came to the conclusion
“
iYemo
repents
fuit
turpissimusJ
that
the
Americans
are
the
best
husbands
in
the
accessible only to the silent, but resistless pow Missionary, at a subsequent period, preaching which, for the intrigue with which it was intro
More than once in my life I have encountered
er of gospel truth. It much concerns us then, salvation through the Name of Jesus in the duced into Abyssinia, the artifice and cruelty world. All my subsequent reading, observation
that we furnish ministers of the gospel of high wretched village of Menzel on the wild shores with which it was carried on, and the miserable and reflection have confirmed this opinion. I mean persons, who have denied the authority of Revela
qualifications, of accurate and extensive know of Gabis, in Northern Africa, where the Jews and disgraceful termination which it received, not, of course to deny that we have bad husbands tion, and rejected its claims from the foolish infer
amongst us, even it may be amongst the most pol ence that it must be false, because men of acknowl
ledge, and of the requisite ability to influence had never so much as heard ot the Gospel, but admits of no parallel.
the conduct of men by the elucidation and pre where the general cry was, “Give me a Bible !
Thus from the commencement of the dark ished and refined;—men who in public are full of edged intellectual greatness have disclaimed it as a
sentation of its truths. The country needs such Here is the money for it/” so that the Mission ages to the dawn of the Reformation,the Abys c’eKcateatlentions and the most excessive politeness, system of human maxims. Are vve authorized
and a much larger number than it
possesses, ary could not reserve one for other places; and sinian Church struggled manfully and alone but in the privacy of their families and towards the (say they) to disregard the opinions of men, who
the mighty mass or mind, in this wide, and at Shara, and in the Island of Gerba, and at against idolatry, Mohammedanism and Popery. afflicted females who have trusted their happiness have wailed through every department of know
extending land, is to he controlled, and moul Tripoli, the poor Jews cried out for the Word of Perhaps it would not be saying too much, to to their keeping for life, are cold and malicious ty ledge to find out man, and have closed their xong
ded by some influence or other. If jt he not God like children perishing for hunger, but he affirm that, for at least twelve centuries after rants. Yes: no doubt there are husbands amono-st and*laborious investigations, with the peremptory
physical, it must be moral, and that will be of had none to give them.
its reception there, Christianity found her us too vile to tread tins sin-polluted eartli of ours assertion, that, the suspension of life annihilates
vice or virtue.
Knowledge, not ignorance
Numerous conversions, also, attest that the firmest and most successful votaries in Abyssin- (for I know nothing more vile than such a husband) all human obligation, and in the grave man’s being
mustgovern American mind, and thisknowledge Gospel is not preached, nor the Word of God
but it affords me comfort to know that they are is identified with the worm? I answer no: if no
must he for or against the truth of the gospel,— distributed, in vain. The Baptismal Register
But their persevering attachment was to truth few; too few to ruin our national character. Most higher authority interposes. I will not refer yon
this knowledge must be wielded by good men of the Episcopal Chapel contains a list of Two
in its speculating form, rather than in its pow American husbands are of a different stamp. Thev to men of equal intellectual capacity and of infi
and Christians, ox wicked rqen and scoffers. It Hundred and Thirty one individuals of the Jcw- er. lhe essentials of the faith were kept en- I are
men who remember, to use the words of an old nitely better moral character, who are the antipodes
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From the Boston Recorder.
HYMN FOR SICKNESS.

This life, with all its thonsand tics,
Is hut a loan from Thee,
Our God, whose goodness gilds the skies,
Whose power controls the sea.

Thine are its early joys that spring
Like flowers, where’er we tread,
And thine, its later comforts too,
When brighter hopes are fled.
Thou Maker of this curious frame,
Who know’st its every pain,
And bid’st its broken wheels run on
When man’s weak help is vain—

ment enough at this cottage; and I pass away
my time very happily.”
The whole circumstance was so surprising
and so unexpected, that I did not know for
some moments how to reply to him. 1 told
him to continue instant in prayer and be con
stantly watching against temptation for his
enemy, Satan, was continually going about
seeking whom to devour: and ever to pray
to Jesus for faith, and to the Holy Spirit for
comfort and support. I concluded by asking
him if I could be of any service to him. “I
want nothing thank God,” said he, “except a
Testament.’^ I promised to bring him one
the following day, and returned home rejoic
ing- __
___

III SC ELEAN Y.
Still plainly as thy might is seen,
Thy blest compassions shine,
So would we peaceful rest our souls
Upon thine arm divine—
And clinging to our Saviour’s cross,
Supported by his love,
Pass through this changeful life below,
To deathless life above.
,.r
E. H. S.

From the New York Observer.

THE NEW MUSEUM AT VERSAILLES.

Bolbec, (JLowerSeine,) Dec. 21, 1836.

The journals of Paris speak with the warm
est enthusiasm of this Museum, and.say there
is not its equal in the world. In two or
three weeks, this admirable creation of Louis
Hartford, 1837.
Philip will be opened to the public and every
man of wealth, and every lover of the fine
FUNERAL DIRGE.
arts in France, will make the journey to Pa
BY THE REV. T. DALE.
X
ris to sec it. Thousands of strangers also
Dear as thou wast, and justly dear,
will flock thither from all parts of Europe;
We will not weep for thee:
the English especially will have one motive
One thought shall check the starting tear—
more to visit France, and perhaps American
It is, that thou art free.
citizens, wdio are not kept at home by the ne
Aud thus shall Faith’s consoling power
cessity of labor, or want of fortune, will cross
The tears of love restrain;
the w'ide Atlantic to view the new Museum
Oh ! who that saw thy parting hour
of Versailles! This subject differs from those
Could wish thee here again?
which usually occupy my letters; it is not re
ligious, nor moral, or even political; but I
Triumphant in thy closing eye
hope your readers will allow me now to speak
The hope of glory shone;
Joy breathed in thy expiring sigh,
of historical recollections of France and the
To think the fight was won.
fine arts. I will endeavor not to be too long
Gently the passing spirit fled,
nor abuse the hospitality accorded to me in
Sustained by grace divine :
the columns of the New- York Observer.
Oh! may such grace on me be shed,
A word first upon the palace of Versailles.
And make my end like thine!
It was built, you know, by a prince whom
history calls the great king, and to whomproJUVENILE.
testants apply another name,-r—by Louis XIV.
It is one of the largest edifices in the world;
From the Sunday School Journal.
being
not a palace only, but a whole city of
A PRISONER CONVERTED.
stone, marble, iron, bronze, and gold. It is
The following interesting account appear said that a person in traversing once all the
ed in the Christian Guardian of 1823,and was apartments, galleries, and halls of this palace,
furnished by a gentleman, who visited on the walks at least two leagues, (more than six
Sabbath the city prison, in the Newgate of English miles.) When Louis XIV finished
Dublin, for the purpose of affording religious this gigantic edifice and calculated its expense
instruction to the prisoners:
he was so frightened at the enormous sum,
One youth I gave up as a hopeless case; he that he threw the calculation into the fire to
pretended he could not read, btit I discovered avoid the accusations of posterity. From
he read better than any of them. He endeav this period dates the deficiency in bur finan
oured to pick my pockets, and to pull my ces, which led at last to the revolution of 1789.
coat whenever I happened to turn round, and The prodigality of kings sometimes costs
has pierced me with pins more than once. I their successors very dear.
bore it all patiently: and instead, of causing
The palace of Versailles was inhabited by
him to be punished, I expostulated with him Lous XIV, Louis XV, and Louis XVI.—
on the folly and wickedness of his ways.- I al These princes established here their constant
so o-ave him two or three suitable tracts which residence, and went to Paris only on rare oc
he promised to read.
casions. It appeared to them more conform
Cold weather coming on, he had no coat ed to the royal majesty to fill a small city
or shoes; a common sight in the prison, where with the fame of their presence, than to be
some indeed were almost naked. I promised lost, in some sort, in the tumult of an immense
him an old coat and a pair of shoes, if he capital. For more than a century, the gov
would but become more attentive. The bribe, ernment, ministers of state, ambassadors, and
was too tempting to refuse; and, after two or grand officers of thecrown were all at Versail
three weeks of trial, I sent him the.coat and les, and it was at Versailles, at the commence
shoes. He continued promising for some ment of the revolution, that the States Gen
time; but there was nothing in his conduct eral-assembled. But in the bloody and hor
which could induce a person to hope for an rible days of October 5th and 6th, 1789, the
entire reformation. It is the duty of teachers king Louis XVI, the queen,Maria Antoinet
when they meet with such a scholar, to pre te, and their children, were dragged from the
sent him'in fervent prayer before the throne palace of Versailles by a hideous mob, and
of grace; yet, at the same time, to watch over hurried to Paris amidst the mad cries of those
him, and to lose no opportunity of communi wretches, who had just embrued their hands
cating suitable advice. This was the method in the blood of the most faithful servants of
adopted on the occasion, and I trust that it the monarch. After that Louis XVI never
was not unavailing. However, the term of his entered the palace of Versailles again. Un
confinement expired, and he was released.-— happy man! he descended from the throne to
Shortly after, I had occasion to leave town ; mount the scaffold!
and, after my return, having been reading the
When Napoleon reached the apogee of his
whole of the day, I went out in the evening power and glory, he thought for a moment of
to enjoy a walk. My spirits were unusually entering the dwelling of the great king, and
low. I proceeded along one of the public made some attempts to restore their ancient
roads for some time; but the noise and bustle glory to these empty and desolate walls. But
not suiting my feelings, I turned up a nar he desisted from this purpose; either because
row, private road, shaded by trees on both the occupations of war turned his views lo
sides, and interspersed here and there with another quarter, or because he perceived that
neat, white-washed cottages. On passing one the palace of LouisXVI would not be suitable
of them, I heard the clacking noise of a busy for an emperor who began a new dynasty,
loom, and the singing of a light-hearted weav and who suspended his crown on the point of
er. When I had passed about fifty paces, his sword. The old branch of the Bourbons
the door opened, and a neatly dressed young would have wished, on their return, to re-es
man called after me by name. Not recog tablish their dwelling in the palace of the old
nising him, I did not attend to him, but pro monarchy; but they dared not gratify their
ceeded. He ran after me, and stopped me. wishes: they were afraid the people would re
I looked at him. "Do you not know me sir?” volt. Louis XVIII and Charles X, were too
said he., “No, indeed, I do not.” “Do you little and contemptible to go and live in the
not recollect your scholar at Newgate, James great and magnificent residence of the king
--------- /” I looked at him from head to foot; who had seen at his feet Conde, Turenne,
but the neatly-combed hair, the clean face, Corneille and Bossuet!
new shirt, and plain and comfortable suit of
So the palace of Versailles remained desert
clothes, had so metamorphosed him, that it ed, and was already covered with ruins when
was with difficulty I could recognise him.— Louis Philip conceived the noble and gener
Taking me most affectionately by the hand, ous thought of giving it new splendor. It was
and with tears in his eyes, he said, “Sir, I not for himself that he resolved to restore the
saw you passing by. and could not refrain palace. The king of the revolution of July
from coming out to ask your pardon lor all could not, and ought not, to inhabit the palmy unkindness to you; and to thank you for
c?Ve
^IV:
pkxee is in Paris, in the
all that you and the other young gentlemen 1 huineriesjby [he tombs of those who felldurhave said tome while in Newgate. It was a ing the three days, to open for him the path
sad place, but I thank God that ever I was put to the throne. But Louis Philip has conse
into it. I shall count that day the happiest crated this palace to the glory of France; he
in my life. I should have been now perhaps, has collected into this vast enclosure all the
living in wickedness and pobably have come pictures, statues, bas-reliefs, and other monu
to the gallows at last. When I got out, I was ments which recall the noblest events in our
friendless and without a home. But reflect
ing on what was often told me in Newgate, history; and after peopling the palace of Ver
that Christ is the friend of sinners and ever sailles with this prodigious multitude of kings
wnlmg to receive the vilest, I prayed to hiln princes, great men of all ages, he has said, so
to support and assist me. I shuddered at. to speak, to France; “You are now queen in
the idea of going to rob and pilfer again, and the palace of Louis XIV; reign there where
determined to work. I gat some work, and the great king reigned! I have inscribed on
some clothes too: and I have now employ these walls your victories, your hopes, your
joys, your greatness. I wish, that, hereafter

the palace of Versailles, restored by my care,
may be the temple of French glory, and I give
it to France as the most beautiful gilt which
her king can bestow.”
Fancy yourself now in thi£ palace, contain
ing more than/o?/r thousand pictures or sta
tues, which exhibit our history from Clovis to
the revolution of 1830. Fancy yourself in
this immense city called the palace of V ersailles, filled from top to bottom with pictures,
statues of stone and marble, bas-reliefs, busts,
portraits, emblems, faces, standards; fancy the
galleries, stair cases, courts, porches, all filled
with recollections of the trench nation. No
battle on land or water which has not a place
in this museum; not a warrior, not a poet, not
an orator, notan illustrious man, of whatever
title, who is not admitted into this noble as
sembly. The museum of Versailles is our his
tory, painted on canvass, cut in stone, chizelled in marble, graven in bronze, the most im
partial, and the most durable of all histories.
But how has Louis Philip, you will perhaps
ask, been able to collect these thousands of
pictures, portraits and statues? lie has em
ployed, all the power, money, and other
means a king can command. First all the
great national collections have furnished many
piccious works; then the old churches, mon
asteries, tombs, and private museums have en
riched the museum of Versailles; and, after
several years of research and efforts, after
spending several millions, Louis Philip has ac
complished his object.
On entering the first gallery,you meet Clo
vis, Dagobert, Charlemagne, Hugh-Capet,
Louis IX, Philip-Augustus, Philip-the-bold,
all kings of the dark ages, standing in their
stone or marble-mantle, and seeming to intro
duce you to the palace. By their side are the
women who played an important part in these
remote ages,—Joanna of Savoy, Blanche of
Castile, Valentine of Milan, Marguerite of
Flanders, Clemence of Hungary. A lion
watches at the men’s feet; a grey-hound sleeps
at the feet of the women. The warriors of
former times appear in dark majesty, as they
returned from the crusades, and the women
pray the Lord to bring back their spouses to
the feudal castles.

the throne to exile the greatest captain ofmodern times!
The period of the restoration of the Bour
bons has also bequeathed memorials to the
Museum of Versailles. But what attracts
most attention and curiosity, after the monu
ments of Napoleon’s reign, is the room of the
revolution of July. This room is filled by
six great pictures, representing Louis Philip
at the Hotel de Ville, the solemn oath in the
Chamber of Deputies, the distribution of
standards to the National Guard, &c. The
hero of the three days is the people; they ap
pear prominent, and the glory of the people
overtops royal majesty.
Such is this magnificent collection, of which
I can give you but an imperfect idea, and
which lias no model in the world. Persons
who study carefully the treasures of the mus
eum of Versailles, will be better acquainted
with the annals of France than they could be
come by all the books of our historians.—
These master pieces of art will all be engrav
ed, and soon thousands of copies of these thou
sands of pictures and statues will circulate in
our country and in all Europe.
Oh! that France were advanced in the
ways of religion and good morals as she is in
the career of the fine arts! But, alas! we
have many painters, sculptors, poets, many
superb monuments, but we have little reli
gious feeling. It is an abyss hid under tro
phies and flowers.
I am, &c.
G. de F.

Burnt District in New York.—TheStar
says that “Since the great fire, hut little more
than 14- months ago, 294- houses and stores
have been rebuilt and occupied; 37 rebuilt
but not occupied; 28 stores are rebuilding,
but not finished; 4-2 lots are not yet built upon.
Thd’e have been many lots comparatively
taken from the statement, which have been
used for widening and continuing streets and ■
enlarging buildings; such as for instance, the i
Merchants’ Exchange, Pearl street House and
a large tri-angular Hotel at the junction of
Beaver and Milk streets to be occupied by
Dolmonico, the famous restaurant.”—Chris
tian Mirror.

them only that it is the hour of repose.
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THE CROWN OF THORNS.

“The mockery of reed, and robe, and crown.
Of plpited thorns; upon his temples press’d ’’
Tiiere still exists a plant in Palestine, known amonr- b
tanists by the name of the “thorn of Christ,” supposed t"
be the shrub which afforded the crown worn by' our Sa*
viour at his crucifixion. It lias many small sharp prickles
well adapted to give pain, and as the leaves greatly resem
hie those ol iyy, it is not improbable that the enemies of
Messiah chose it, from its similarity to theplant with which
emperors and generals were accustomed to be crownedand thence that there might be calumny, insult, and deril
sion, meditated in the very act of punishment.—Russel's
Palestine.

I ransmigration of Souls.—The doctrine taught by
Pythagoras and embodied into the Pagan religion, that the
soul, ol man, never dying, tenanted n ew-born bodies in suecession, was, with all its high colourings, and however
adorned with ail the imagery of poetic Action, as the bard’s
inventive mind disposed but a corruption of*the Christian
Resurrection. Notwithstanding the fabulous embellish,
ments and romantic exaggeration of the philosopher and
I'.is soeialos, the doctrine of the resurrection shines forth in
all the glory of uncorrupted truth, and forms that immove
able foundation on which Christianity has been founded
—it is, of a truth, that rock on which a house if built can,
not be overthrown, though she wind and seas rise up against
it. It has been universally acknowledged from all periods
ofthe world; and were it not preserved in the sacred vol
ume, and stamped with the attestation of the Most High,
yet even then we have a glorious hope of immortality im
planted within us, never to be eradicated, to which the dy
ing agonies of each infidel adds a confirmation, which no
violence can shake, or sophistry gainsay.
Affliction the test of Virtue. — In those eventful in
stances of, when our energies mental as well as corporeal
are put to trial, when it is requisite that every manly feel
ing should be called into action, and each quality of the
mind displayed in its true light, nothing is more calculated
to inspire us with becoming resolution than a well-ground
ed principle of virtue,sufficiently strong to spurn the allure
ments of vice* and able to detect the tinsel of their tempta
tions. “Virtue shines brightest in affliction’s night;” and
as the sun’s ray-s beam forth with heightened splendor from
the passing cloud, and shine in livelier lustre when the
tempest has subsided;so is the mail exalted in the eyes of his
colleagues ifi this turbulent world, who weathers the storms
of adversity with honour, and fronts the malicious fickleness
of fortune heroically and intrepidly.

Pious Ingenuity to Secure the Possession of thk
Scriptures.—A few years ago an Irishman, who had been
brought by the Spirit and grace of God to see the value of
the Holy Scriptures, actually copied with his own hand in
the hall of a nobleman, the whole New Testament, for his
own use; which being done, the devoted servant of Christ
was presented with a splendid Bible, in exchange for his
own manuscript, which, we believe, is possessed by the Brit
ish and Foreign Bible Society.
During the'persecution of the Nonconformists, in the
reign of James II, one of those zealous confessors copied
out the whole Bible in short hand, for his own use, fearing
re-establishment of Popery and the suppression ofthe
New Printing Machine.—The Charles the
Holy Scriptures!
ton Patriot thusnotices a newly in veil ted print-, Mr. Harris, a London tradesman, whose sight decayed,
ing machine—the neplus ultra, as it should procured the whole New Testament, except the Book of
Revelations, and also the Book of Psalms, to he written
seem, in that department of mechanical j with white ink on black paper, in letters an inch long, that
science.
he might enjoy the consolations of the gospel of Christ.

To the dark ages, succeeds the age of the
reformation, the age of Francis I. and of che
valier Bayard. Already velvet and silk take
the place of iron; the manners of the ancient
barons have become softened: they have no
longer the fierce air of those warriors who
“A printing press lately invented by Row- ;
passed their life on horseback and in fields of
The study of Nature is ever attended with pleasing rebattle: but the air of men accustomed to live land Hill, an English machinist, throws off? flections, and the study of botany in particular; indepen
in luxurious courts, and to listen to the songs 8000 sheets per hour, without the use of dent of its immediate use, is as healthful as it is innocent.
It beguiles the tediousness ol the road, it furnishes amuse
of poets. A little farther on, are the great steam. The number thrown off’ by the most ment
at. every footstep of the solitary walk: aud above all,
magistrates of the 16th century, and at their powerful presses now in use is4-000 per hour. it leads to pleasing reflections on the bounty, the wisdonu
A
scroll
of
paper
of
the
width
of
a
newspa

and the power of the great Creator.
head Michel de L’Hopital, the illustrious
chancellor who preserved the integrity and per, and from three miles and a half to four
Interesting Facts,— Related by the Rev. B. C. Smith,
virtues of a Christian in the dissolute court of miles long, can, on one of Mr. Hill’s presses,
chaplain of the Auburn Prison;—From an examination of
be
printed
on
both
sides
in
one
hour.
The
Catherine de Medicis.
975 convicts, it appears that -1 had been educated at college
We salute in passing, Henry IV,who com principle of this invention, and which distin 11 had an academical education, 260 could read, write, and
cypher, 218 could read and write, 219 could read, and 262
bined great weaknesses, and great faults with guishes it from those presses now in use, is could
not read.
eminent virtues, and hasten oil to Louis XIV. that the motion is rotary instead of being re
Of 975 persons examined, 736 were intemperate, 219
ciprocating,
which
communicates
to
the
ma

were
temperate
drinkers, and 20 were total abstinent^ from
Wonderful sight! the cabinet and chamber
the use of alcohol. Five hundred and e.ightg nine, out of
where Louis XIV. slept, restored, almost as chine its rapidity ofmotion.”—Christian Mir 975,
committed the deeds that consigned them to the walls
they were one hundred and fifty years ago.— ror.
of a prison, under the influence of strong drink.
Out ol 2,183 persons discharged since the establishment
You see the very elbow chair on which he sat,
of the prison, 152 have been re-convicted, or about one out
Regard for Character After Death. of
the drapery embroidered by the hand of Ma
fourteen. Since the adoption of the new system in
dam de Maintenon, all the articles of furni Serjeant Weir, of the Scots Greys, was pay 1824, the discharges have been 1,735, the rcconvictions
ture put back in their place, the cushion upon serjeant of his troop, and, as such, might have 103, or one out of seventeen.
which Louis XIV, kneeled at his prayers: the been excused serving in action but on such
List of Letters
very prayer-book he used, You would say a day as the battle of Waterloo, he requested
in the Post Office at Gambier, April 1st 1837.
that the king had gone a hunting, and that to be allowed to charge with the regiment.— Remaining
Samuel Adams, Edward Austin, Philip 11 Brown, Al
his servants had prepared his chamber for his In one of the charges he fell mortally wound fred Beadle, It. J. Clements, Wm. Crawford, James Cul
ed,
and
was
left
on
the
field.
Corporal
Scot,of
I
lison,
Wells Dickinson, Henry Farmer, Ralph K. Finch,
reception. By his side in this long gallery,
what a crowd of great men! It seems as if the regiment, (who lost his leg,) asserts that William B. Ilookc, John C. Gessner, Miss Mary Gray,
Henshaw, Edward Hull, Edward E. Hull, Sabin
they had come to offer their homage to the when the field was searched for the wounded John
Hough, Edwaid Hopkins, Library Com. Ken. College,
great king. Here, Conde, the conqueror of and slain, the body of Serjeant Weir was Gurdon B. Johnsen. F. B. Meade, Annanias Mullford, J.
Spain; there Turenne, who conquerred three {Wund with his name written on his forehead W. Melick, John Marlow, Joseph McMahan, Miss Belin: da Miles, Alexander McKee, C. M. Nichols, It. L. Rus
provinces for France; farther on, Catinat, with his own hand, dipped in his own blood ! sel, Henry Rhodes, John Summers, John or Lewis StagThis,
his
comrades
said
he
was
supposed
to
| gers, Eleanor Sherwin, Mrs. Elizabeth Todd, James Tem
Luxembourg, Villars, all French captains of
the seventeenth century. By the side of these have done, that his body might be found and ple*-, Itev. John Williamson for Mrs. W.EIeanor Welshymer,
Otho Welshymer, Jacob Welker, Miss Susan VVantliug
warriors are men who have made more pacific known and that it might not be imagined he ; B. Farrar Yerby.
conquests; Fenelon, Pascal, Bossuet, Corn had disappeared with the money of the troop.
M. T. C. WING, I’. M.
eille, Racine, Moliere, Lafontaine, the litera JV. Y. Observer.
THE OBSERVER
ry glory of France.
A family of the collateral descendants of Luther in the TERMS.--.Two Dol/ars and fifty cents per annum. If
We pass the eighteenth century, which had ninth
generation have recently been discovered in a wretch
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
a feeble and depraved king, Louis XV, and ed hovel in Bohemia in a state of extreme indigence. The
scriptions received for a less term than one year. No
Christian
and
compassionate
are
invited
in
the
Altona
Pa

which produced wicked sophists, whose im
papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid,ex
pers to give relief to these “orphans” as they are poetically
pious opinionsare still too dominant in France. termed of the great Reformer. It is wished to place the cept at the option of the publishers.
We leave Voltaire, John James Rousseau, children within the Lutheran establishment at Erfurth.— Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
and salute only the illustrious Montesquieu.— The physiognomy of these children is said to hear a striking are
previous to the expiration ofthe term of their subscrip
resemblance to Cranach’s picture of their illustrious pro
But we come to the revolution of 1789.— jector,
tion,
otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
taken 325 years ago.
*„* All communications relative to this paper, must be
What terrible scenes now passing at the tri
to the Rkv. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
bune and on the fields of battle! Stop; be Worthy of Imitation.—Hie following letter to the directed
Co. Ohio
editor
of
the
Religious
Herald,
published
at
Richmond,
hold Mirabeau, the giant of the States Gen Va., is too good to be overlooked. Will our readers do us
LIST OF AGENTS.
eral, the man who grasped in his iron arms thee favor to give it a careful reading? Perhaps some of i 11CV xfISip L. BRYAN,................ Winindsor,
.shtabula,
em will be disposed to goanddo likewise. — Christian IF». I h^v/alVAI^VaNEORDPot
the columns of the old monarchical edifice, them
ortsmouth,
! Rev .WM. PRESTON, ..........
Columbus,
and threw them to the ground. Look not for ness.
Newark.
On reading your paper I frequently meet with pieces in ! georG^BEATTY................
Robespierre, nor Marat; their crimes have it which 1 would be pleased to have: some distant friend or i
" MarititY‘ ’
excluded them from this assembly of illus relative peruse—I meet with others which I think might ! cYLVESTERP. ALDERMAN,.. Windsor’,
prove profitable to some of my neighbors, who, for lack of knVsnSTnw a
J............ .. YVo"ster>
trious men. But look on this picture: see ability,
or inclination, do not take the Herald, or any oth- : pR. ASA COLEMAN,................... Troy, Miami Co.
our young soldiers of 1792, who answered to er religious paper. The one copy which I take, I value so | Rev. E. W. PEEP,........................... Chillicothe.
FRl”
the call of the country: they come to repel highly that 1 am unwilling to part with it, even to gratify J yvn./j am’hu w’................ —
distant friends: and am afraid to lend it out to my neigh- i JOHN HANFORD’
Middlebury
from our frontiers the battalions of Europe, hors
lest it should be lost, or become so much injured as i F- E. KIRTLAND........................... Maumee,
and to gather immortal palms. As yet these not to be worth preserving. This is not a groundless fear. reVwM. GRANVILLE,":^.'"” W?
warriors are unknown, but immense renown Those who do not subscribe for a paper, or do not read one i KCv. ERASTUS BURR,............. Worthington,
awaits them! See Bonaparte, a simple li regularly,do not know how to appreciate its value; and are ' JOSEPH BASSETT,................. Canfield, Trumbull to.
eutenant: Bernadotte, the future king of
Sweden, in the humblest rank of soldiers; Joa
chim Murat,the future king of Naples, a lieu
tenant. But advance a few steps in this gal made to meet? Cannot means be devised for preserving Rev. SETH DaVIS, ....................... OhioCity,
8. FUELER,.................................. Massillon,
lery, and the same warriors will appear in all the paper for my sons, that they may know what was going SREV.
ANSON CLARK, ................ Grafton,
on in the Church in the days of their father, and can I not REV. .1. L. HARRISON................ . Warren
their glory. Contemplate in these pictures at the same time, send a paper occasionally, to a distant REV. JAMES McELROY............. . Delaware,
t
„
REV. S. A, BRONSON, ................ Granville
the different phases of Napoleon’s life; here friend, or put otie into the-hands of my neighbor. It can REV.
T. BARROW........................ Akron,
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,................. Monroe, Michigan,
the conqueror of Italy, there the general who be done. Enough, it shall be done.
first of January, send me five copies instead of C C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq........... Detroit,
commanded a French army at the foot ol the one.AfterA the
Rev. N. LYSTER,.......................... Tecumseh,
few dollar;, 1 am persuaded, cannot be spent more MONA-GOMERY
“
SCHUYLER,... Marshall
pyramids; farther on, the first Consul, then profitably than in the diffusion of religious knowledge. I Rev. WM. SUDDARDS,
............. Philadelphia, Penn
Pittsburgh,
“
HENRY
L.
BOLI.MAN,
............
will
make
the
experiment
for
one
year
at
least.
If
evil
re

the great Emperor. A particular room is ap
Rev. Wm. ARMSTRONG, .... ...... Wheeling, Va,
CHAS. WILTBERGER............... , Wafhington,I). C.
propriated solely to the crowning of Napoleon sults from it,it -shall be made known to you.
New York.
R. M. WHITE................................. Crawfordsville,
Indiana.
ROBERT JONES .........................
and the empress Josephine. Then come the
If we enter the world with the same feelings with which JOSEPH MITCHELL.................... Natchez, Miss.
Louis,Missouri.
pictures of all the victories of the empire; we enter for the first time into a theatre, and if the curtain Rev. P R. MINA RD..................... . St.Bruslnll
Cook Co. Illinois,
Jena, Austerlitz, Wagram, Friedland: but of the jiniverse were to bo rapidly drawn up; struck with NICHOLAS TOPSIDE ................
the
grandeur
of
every
thing
we
saw,
we
should
not
be
capa

advance further,and you will find the picture ble of refusing our homage to the Eternal Power which
Job Work.—Advertisements.
oi the return ol the Bourbons to France, es- had-prepared for us such a spectacle. But who thinks of Nearly all kinds of Job ,work and the printing of Boob
cui’ted by a million of foreign bayonets. O in marvelling at what he has seen for fifty years? What mul and Pamphlets will be done at this office with neatness anu
.
i
stability ol human fortune! vanity of glory! titudes are there, who, wholly occupied with the care of despatch.
Advertisements not inconsistent with the charac e
obtaining subsistence, have no time for speculation/ The
strange vicissitude of war, precipitating from riso of the sun is only that which calls then* to toil, and design ofthe Observer, will bcinserted on the usiiaH”*1'*’
j
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For the Gambier Observer.
of your guides, but I ask you to repair before the ing of these men, and in all probability you may
tention to myself, and others who may not despise my poor
“By the IOth of April all are to be at Tampa with their
awful majesty of conscience; in this presence un leave them with the same conviction that induced
KEEPING THE SABBATH—NO. IV.
labours, but add to those points which I have observed, un. families to take transports to the West. All the privileges
of
the treaty of Payne’s Landing are secured to them,
fold the pages of that volume which these intellec one of their own number to say, “Verily if you do
Mr. Editor,—I have noticed in my former til the hook grow to a complete pastoral.
they are to be paid for their cattle and ponies, and to re
tual giants have impugned; in this position then re not cease to Salk such nonsense,I shall become a Articles three modes by which Christians violate
1632.
George Herbert.
ceive rations. Hostages remain with us.
main until we get to the origin of thote opinions, Christian? But if you are determined that they the Sabbath, Worldly Mindedness, Worldly Con
“In ten days Micanopy is to come in, and stay where
the Commanding General chooses. The negroes that are
upon which you have thought proper to peril the shall think for you, then have the generosity to versation and Improper Reading. I would now
OF A PASTOR.
safety of the soul. The first error that lies in our place opposite to these worthyrationalists the names call attention to another mode, more pfiblic in
A Pastor is the deputy of Christ for the reducing of man bona fide their own, are also secured to them.”
letter from an officer in the army, dated Gary’s Fer
way is this, we suppose those men of learning to of Pascal, Adams, Bacon, Locke, Sir Isaac New its nature and more injurious in its effects, Un to the obedience of God. This definition is evident, and ry,AMarch
11th, says:
be originally as good as they are great, and that ton and Sir Humphrey Davy. Take the testimo necessary Labor. In speaking upon this point I con taius the direct steps of pastoral duty and authority__
“A treaty has been entered into with the Indians—they
their arrival at such a stateof mind, as we denomi ny of this last great man as the sentiments of the hardly know where to begin, or where to leave For, first man fell from God by diobedience. Secondly agree to be ready to go West by the 10th proximo. Mica,
nate Atheism or Deism, is instantaneous. Such a rest. “I envy no quality of the mind or intellect off. A great deal might with propriety be said, Christ is the glorious instrument of God for the revoking nopy is to be kept as a hostage until all leave.”
now that there is good reason to believe
result from the mature deliberation of such minds, in others; no genius, power, wit or fancy; but if T but as one object of my remarks is to call at of man. Thirdly, Christ being not to continue on earth, thatWethepresume
war is really at an end.—N- Y. Obs.
we suppose a sufficient proof against the valid could choose what would be most delightful to me, tention to certain particular ppints, which ap but, after be had fulfilled the work of reconciliation, to be
An action, Evans vs. Leighton, was recently decided in
ity of Christianity. But the fact is the reverse I should prefer a firm religious belief to every oth pear to be very much overlooked, I shall first received up into heaven, he constituted deputies in his New
Hampshire, in which the amouut originally in dis
of this; there is a number of intermediate steps er blessing,for it makes life a discipline of goodness, speak ot Household Labor. I have no question place; and these are priests. Anu therefore St. Paul, in pute was a small Calf, and the legal costs on both sides are
io this awful climax. This idea opens the subject breathes new hopes when all earthly hopes vanish; that there is a much greater violation of the the beginning of h is Epistles, professeth this: and, in the estimated over $2000—Chr. Watchman.
to our minds under a new aspect, and we must ad- and throws oyer the decay, the destruction of exis Sabbath among Christian families, in this re first to .the Colossians, plainly avoucheth, that he fils up
'mit the melancholy fact from the very constitution tence the most joyous of all light; awakens life spect than is generally imagined. There is that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ in his flesh,
FOREICN.
of man, that practical Atheism is attainable. By in death and from corruption and decay calls up beau much more labor performed than is necessary. for his body's sake, which is the Church. Wherein is con
Enylish Literature—The following sample of the man
ner in which some English periodicals are made up, is from
Conscience we attain a feeling of moral obligation ty and divinity, mokes an instrument of torture and This arises mostly from a negligence on the tained the complete definition of a Minister.
the U. S. Sunday School Journal • We have several times
toward the various beings to whom we are related. of shame the ladder of ascent to paradise: and far part of those who have charge of the domestic
Out of this charter of the priesthood may be plainly been led to copy valuable articles from English Periodicals
But all these relations consist of two classes: those above all combinations of earthly hopes, calls up concerns. It we visit almost any Christian gathered both the dignity thereof and the duty. The dig which we have afterwards learned, were first published in
which have reference to our fellow men and infe the most delightful visions of palms and amaranths family upon the Sabbath morning we shall find nity, in that a Priest may do that which Christ did, and our columns.Several articles were copied in our last number from
rior beings, and those which have reference to God. the garden of the blest, the security of everlasting perhaps,every individual actively engaged, not
by his authority, and as his vicegerent. The duty, in that the London Visitor, which we have since discovered to
Now as the former spring out of the latter; if by joys, where the sensualist and the sceptic only view however in preparing their hearts to worship
have been taken by that miscellany from the Students Man
God, hut in preparing their bodies to attend a Priest is to do that which Christ did, and after his man ual of the Rev. Mr. Todd. We try to give our readers
any method we can force ourselves to believe there gloom, decay, annihilation and despair.”
ner,
both
for
doctrine
and
life.
Church.
the most profitable matter from the foreign journals which
is no God,then all obligation is annihilated,and con
is adapted to our columns, but have no wish to import
But some may ask is this not necessary? —
sequently for the time being, the pangs of remorse
American produet from England.—Sunday School Jour
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. nal.
Should not people make a decent appearance
subside.
For the Gambier Observer.
when they attend at the house of God? Un
We have now the ariadnean thread which will
March 22d.
LETTERS TO A YOUNG COMMUNICANT.—NO. VI.
Confirmation in Pennsylvania___ The Bishop of
questionably they should.
conduct us to the origin of Atheism. Conscience
Arrival of Santa Anna at Vera Crus.—The Express
Pennsylvania
confirmed
in
Philadelphia
on
Sunday,
the
Many
valuable
thoughts
and
much
useful
in

But
the
most
perfect
propriety
in
this
respect
mail of laAt evening brought news of the arrival of Santa
ever faithful to its trust, censures or approves as
virtue or vice sway the soul. Wicked men feel its struction may be gained from an attentive perusal may be observed, and yet the Sabbath be kept 19th ult. at Christ Church, 5persons, at St. John’s 13,and Anna at Veia Cruz, and of his cool reception by the peo
ple.
Also of the election of Bustamente to the Presiden
operations to be an obtrusion upon their peace; but of “Bickersteth’s treatise on the Lord’s Supper.”— holy. The reason why we see so much confu at the Church of the Epiphany, 55.
cy by an overwhelming majority. This, we take it, puts
The
subject
is
discussed
in
language
plain
and
clear.
sion
upon
this
morning
is,
there
is
not
sufficient
there is no direct access to this mysterious pow
an end to the Treaty which is said to have been informally
Eastern Diocese.—The Right Rev. Bishop Griswold agreed on between Santa Anna and Gen. Jackson, for the
er: they cannot seize it as something tangible and The pious sentiments are warm and elevated, and care taken to have matters properly arranged
held
a
Confirmation
on
Sunday
March
19,
at
Grace
Church
recognition of Texian Independence to Mexico, and the ex-*
crush it in their grasp; ant^ therefore they take an do credit to the head and heart of this useful cler the evening before. When the morning arrives
gyman of the Church of England. It is a subject there are not only the necessary domestic duties Boston, at which time 19 persons received this Christian tension of the boundary of the U. States to the Rio del
indirect course.
Norte.—Mercury.
The decisions of such a faithful arbiter they can of regret to every minister of the Gospel that the to he attended to but many others. Thus the rite. A sermon was preached on the occasion by the Bish
The ship Ocmulgee, Capt Leavitt, arrived on Friday,
not endure while in a career of vice and they have number of individuals who abstain from a partici whole time before the hour of divine service op, in which the Scriptural argument in favor of Confir bringing
news from Liverpool to Feb. 1.
pation
in
the
most
solemn
ordinance
of
our
holy
re

mation
was
set
forth
in
a
clear
and
beautiful
manner.
is
occupied
in
a
manner
little
calculated
to
but one recourse to free themselves from its inter
Parliament opened on Tuesday, the 31st January. The
ligion
forms
a
large
proportion
of
the
congrega

piepare
the
heart
for
the
solemnities
of
the
The
institution
of
the
Rev.
M.
A.
D
’
W.
Howe,
as
ruptions, and that is to reject the existence of God
Reformers were in high spirits.
tion—in vain do we ask them the question,
sanctuary.
Rector of St. James’ Church, Roxbury, took place, on
as chimerical.
Creations.—Ministers have been creating three
This could be avoided if parents would he Sunday evening, March 19. The house, we understand, newPeerage
Was not for you the victim slain?
As such an idea gains an ascendency in the mind,
Peers and advancing three others a stage. The three
Are
you
forbid
the
childrens
’
bread?
more
careful
to
have
things
attended
to
as
they
was
crowded
at
an
early
hour,
and
the
services,
throughout
advancements
are Lords Howard of Effingham, Yarbo
conscience is reduced to a state of quiescence. It
is a matter of undoubted consnciousness that j In vain do we endeavor to impress upon them should be, on the evening previous. Every were of an interesting character. The Sermon was rough, and Ducie, to three English Earldoms. The crea.
embrace Mr. Portman (son-in-law of the Earl of
this moral susceptibility was implanted in the hu- | the momentous importance of complying with the thing should be made ready, then when the Sab preached by the Rector of St. Paul’s, Boston. — Christian tions
Ilarewood) one of our wealthiest commoners, Mr. Banbu
bath
morning
arrived
little
time
would
be
re
last,
the
dying
injunction
of
the
Redeemer,
“
do
this
man mind by the Supreme Being; but they know’ )
Witness.
ry, the brewer, and Mr. Fraser, a lineal descendent of
Lord Lovat, who was beheaded for treason in 1745, and
that God would implant nothing in the mind whose | in remembrance of me.” They remain unmoved quired to prepare for Church. And perhaps
E
piscopal
A
cts
by
the
B
ishop
of
the
D
iocese
of
N
ew
there
is
no
portion
of
the
day
upon
which
so
whose family were then attainted.—New York Evange
decisions should vary from the expressions of his fly the Saviour’s declaration, ‘Except ye eat the
list.
will; and they know that his will-must perfectly ( flesh and drink the blood of the Son of man ye much depends as upon the morning. If this is York.—Wednesday, March I, in St. George’s church
new infernal machine has been discovered at Paris in
harmonize with his nature, and such is the mass of j have no life in you.” What can this indifference but in worldly cares the services of the sanctu Flushing, Queen’s county, admitted John B. Kerfoot, an theAprocess
of construction, with which to destroy the fife
Evidence for Religion Natural and Revealed that to the claims of religion arise from, but from one ary will produce but little effect, hut if it is instructor, and formerly a pupil of the Flushing Institute, of the King. The intended assassin, by the name of Cham
they cannot rid themselves of the conviction that, or other of these reasons, from an evil heart of un employed as a season of self-examination and to Deacon’s Orders. Morning prayer was read by the pion, was arrested and imprisoned, and soon after commit
prayer it will shed a hallowed influence over the
if there is a God, he must be perfectly good and belief from a spirit of worldly mindedness, or remaining hours of the day, and make the sanc Rev, William A. Muhlenberg, D. D., principal of the In ted suicide.
The French expedition against Constantine has not been
just; and as the maxims of their lives are at va from the love of sin. A few remarks on these tuary to us, truly “the house of God” and the stitute, (who also presented the Candidate,) assisted by the
Rev. Jacob W. Diller, assistant minister of St. John’s abandoned as reported by the last arrivals; on the other
riance with this nature, the)’ are driven more or less ’ heads will fill up the present epistle. An indiffer- very gate of heaven.”
hand
the preparations were going vigorously forward.—
church, Brooklyn, who read the lessons, and the sermon Mercury.
to desperation under the retribution of conscience. ! ence to the claims of religion arises from an evil
Besides the evil to which I have alluded there
heart
of
unbelief
The
heart
is
neither
affected
by
Observe now the remedy and how it is reached.
From Smyrna.—By an arrival at Boston we have re
is another still greater, and which springs not so preached by the Bishop, who was assisted in the administra
They have observed in their experience that, a the terrors of the Lord nor moved by his invita much from negligence as from a want ot due tion of the communion by the rector of the parish, the ceived Smyrna papers to Dec. 21st. Later dates must have
tions
of
mercy.
They
persuade
themselves
that
been
received through other channels. The “Star in the
connection exists bet ween Conscience and reason
respect to the command of God. I mean the Rev. Robert B. Van Kleeck.
East,” published by Mr. Brewer, an American missiona
ing; that the decisions of the former are often there is no world of glory to come, no punishment unnecessary amount of cooking which is done
Friday, March 3, at a special confirmation in Trinity ry, contains the following:
found to be incorrect from further investigation.— for the disobedient beyond the grave. They adopt in so many Christian families.
By some, it church in this city, confirmed one.
Plagtie at Constantinople.—The late Smyrna papers con
This is a discovery the perverse heart seizes with as a truism the miserable dogma that the exis would seem, the Sabbath is regarded as a day
Fourth Sunday in Lent, March 5, in the Mission tain accounts from’Constantinople to Jan. 18.
tence
of
the
soul
is
limited
to
earth
and
time
and
avidity and makes it the basis of a delusive tri
of feasting, rather than as a day of fasting and church of the Epiphany, in this city, admitted George Mills
The plague at Constantinople had positively abated —
umph. Because conscience did not evince its pow- that when the breath departs from the body death prayer. This evil is two told in its consequen to Deacon’s Orders. Morning prayer was read, and the There had been admitted within a week to the Greek Hos
er upon relations which the understanding had not will forever triumph over the frail elements of which ces. It disqualifies us for that spiritual worship candidate presented by the Rev. Lot Jones, the missionary pital only 22 sick. The Greek Patriarch on application
developed, they reject its validity in all, and enter man is composed. But what are the solemn words which alone is acceptable to God, and it em of the station, and the sermon preached by the Bishop.— had made a statement of all the persons of his religion who
bud died of the plague since the disease broke out. The
upon the perilous process of reasoning out the of revelation, “It is appointed unto men once to ploys many persons in labor, consequently de Mr. Mills has entered on his duties as a minister of the number
was4,303, including Constantinople and the en
non-existence of God. The Bible and every other die; but after this the judgment.” “We must all tains them from the house of worship. In some
recently organized German church of St. Timothy in this virons to the mouth of the Black Sea. It was inferred
appear
before
the
judgment
seat
of
Christ.
”
We
aid rejected; they must reach but one conclusion,
from this statement, that the mortality bad not been near
families I am happy to think this matter is re
so great as had been supposed, as it was understood that the
and that once reached the interruptions of Consci must every one of us give an account of himself to garded as it should be, but in others, I fear, it city.*
On'Wedncsday,
March
15,
in
Grace
Church,
Jamaica,
Jews,
the Armenians-and the Catholics, had not suffered
God.
The
last
closing
scene
in
the
lives
of
some
ence are suspended. We have now reached the
is entirely overlooked. In some the evil is
so severely as the Greeks. Amusements were as lively as
solution of a difficulty which has often appeared to of the infidel party may lead to the conviction that carried to a much greater extent than in others. Queen’s County, the Rev. Nathaniel P. Knapp, Dea if the capital had not been the prey of this terrible scourge
perplex the good,and which as I remarked above not the principles which cannot give support to the dy But it may be well for all to look into the mat con, Assistant Minister of the Church, was admitted, by The theatre and public halls were in full activity.
The following remarkable story is related of the plague;
less frequently affords a specious pretence for men ing can afford no comfort to the living. The ter and see if there is not much more labor the Bishop of this Diocese, to the holy order of Priests--An individual retired to the country near Adrianople, for
to justify themselves in the commission of Evil.— wretchedness of Voltaire in his dying moments, the performed in this way than is necessary. Is it Morning Prayer was read by the Rev. William M. Car —
the
purpose of being removed to a distance from the con
Wlien the good man surveys the world of matter miserable end of Paine, the last hours of Hume necessary that, a sumptuous dinner should be michael, rector of St. George’s church, Hempstead, assist tagion of the disease which prevailed in the city. He had
may
convince
all
whose
consciences
are
not
seared
and mind and recognises God in the elements of
prepared? That the afternoon service should ed, by the Rev. Robert B. Van Kleeck, rector of remained more than two months in this retreat, when one
each, he is slow to believe that any should ques as with a hot iron, that men may live fools,but find be lost? That so many domestics should be St. George’s church, Flushing, who read the lessons, the day he took a fancy to shoot a crow which was passing over
head. His children picked up the crow and played
tion the existence of God or doubt the authentici it difficult to meet death in the spirit which they detained from Church? If people would con candidate presented by the Rev. William L. Johnson, rec his
with it some time. The next day three of his children
ty of those oracles which reveal his purposes. But have manifested. ‘,Oh my soul come not thou into sent to deny themselves to a small extent, very tor of Grace church, and the sermon preached by the bish were successively seized with the plague, and in the space of
there are those whose gigantic minds are capable of their secret;unto their aesemblymine honour be not little labor would be required to prepare the op. The Rev. Gilbert II. Sayfes, of Jamaica, the Rev. eight days the whole house was entirely deserted, all its in
the most expansive view’s, who do deny his exis thou united.”
necessary food for the Sabbath. I confess I Jacob V. Diller, of Brooklyn, and the Rev: Mos-s Mar habitants having fallen victims to the disease. It was sup
that the crow had belonged to one of the bands of
spirit of worldly mindedness is fatal to the have always been pleased with the practice cus, of North Hempstead, were also present, and assisted posed
tence,and others who admit this,but deface the beau
those ravenous birds which had fed upon the carcasses of
ty of his primary attributes. But these unhappy in interests ot religion and perilous to the soul. In which once prevailed amongst the Christians of in the laying on of hands.
some peasants who had perished of the disease, and had
stances are susceptible of explanation in another way vain is the admonition given, “love not the world, New England: that of preparing food on Sat
On the fifth Sunday in Lent, March 12, the bishop of been abandoned in the fields. If the story be true, it af
neither
the
things
that
are
in
the
world,it
any
man
than the one we have marked out. The practice of
urday that there need be no cooking upon the this diocese confirmed -13 persons in St. Clement’s church fords a singular proof of the contagiousness and the viru
lence of the disease.—Bost. Daily Adv.
guilt gathered strength by a fearful law of human love the world,the love of the Father is not in him. Sabbath. Some may regard this strictness as in this city.— Churchman,
nature: Conscience sternly opppbsed her dictates “Labor not said the Saviour for the meat that per- altogether uncalled for, but if the Scriptures
A letter recently received from Bcyroot, dated Jan. 11,
* An edition of the Book of Common Prayer in the 1837, says: “A most sudden and awful earthquake was felt
and faithfully inflicted remorse upon their violation; isheth.” “Lay not up for yourselves treasures up are to be taken as our guide I cannot see but
German language; is now in a course of preparation by a here in Beyroot, on Sunday the 1st, at 5 P. M. But very
thus goaded the perverted heart sought for some on earth where moth and rust doth corrupt, and that there was the utmost propriety in the prac committee
of the General Convention, the Rev. Christian few lives were lost in our vicinity. Many houses have fal
asylum where passion might rage unmolested, that where thieves break through and steal, but lay up tice, and for one I regret that it has so much F. Cruse of Pennsylvania, a ripe German Scholar, hav len, and scarcely one has escaped some injury. Accounts
asylum pride found in the dismal retreats of Athe for yourselves treasures in Heaven,where moth and gone out of use. No one can read the Fourth ing, as Chairman of a sub-committee, the principal charge from Safifet are most distressing. Only two hundred, out
rust doth not corrupt, and where thieves do not Commandment in the directions which God was of the matter. It is hoped that the volume will be pub of all the inhabitants, amounting it is believed to nearly fif
ism.
in a few months. Meanwhile, to meet the present teen thousand, have escaped with their lives. At Sour
Here we may pause for a. moment and ask the break through and steal, for where your treasure is pleased, from time to time to give to the chil lished
emergency of the above mentioned church, a small edition and Sidon several persons were killed. Naplts is said to
reasonable and candid to point out to us the philos there will your heart be also. We can find out dren of Israel, without feeling that, the obliga of the morning and evening prayer, litany, and catechism, be destroyed. Acre has suffered a great deal. We wait
ophical discernment of those men in morals and where the treasure of many individuals is by dis tions are very strong to abstain from all unne has been printed in tract form to be superseded by the stan with much concern to hear from Aleppo, Damascus, Jerutalem and Cyprus. Vessels two hundred miles distant felt
religion which sheds its lustre over every thing else covering on what they place their affections. The cessary labor. If the practice to which I have dard book when that appears.
the earthquake at sea.”—Mercury.
that engages their thoughts. They have not for avaricious seek for gold,and for the possession of alluded is censured as being too strict, I know’
Reported Death of the ex-King of Sweden.—We learn
a moment thought that, they have only suspended the glittering ore they turn a deaf ear to all the not what would be thought of the man who GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
by a letter of the 7th inst., from Saint Gall, that tke exand not extinguished conscience: that its long solicitations of the Gospel. What will be their should endeavor to shape his conduct according
domestic.
King of Sweden, who had resided there for some years
sleep like the slumber of the breezes will awake in portion when the Son of man shall come as a thief to the plain requirements of the Bible. He
Appropriations to Academies and ColtcgcsinN Y.— On the under the name of Colonel Gustavson, died there oh that
would
undoubtedly
be
stigmatized
as
a
fanatic,
in
the
night
to
call
them
into
his
presence
?
16thinst. the Comptrollersubmitted a statement, in compliance dav. lie had refused every assistance, and suffered much
a whirlwind, and that it will charge upon the lan
with a resolution of the Senate, showing the appropriations privation. lie had formerly abdicated the throne of Swe
guishing soul in the hour of death with the col
Oh we want more of the spirit of grace upon or mad man.
which have been made by the Stale from time to time, in den, both for himself aad his descendents, and threatened
But never will the Sabbath be kept as it ought money, lottery grants, lands and other property, to the sev. his son who is a general in the Austrian service, with his
lective strength of its protracted repose.
our people, we need much prayer and intercession
How few survive this dreadful onset. Such a to Heaven, that we may grow in grace, and have to be until the hearts of Christian parents are eral Colleges and academies, not including the annual dis curse, if he ever took any steps to recover the crown.—Mer
cury.
scene is the last proof insulted Mercy affords to our hearts and minds sanctified by the spirit of God pervaded with a deeper sense of their responsi tributions from the Literature Fund.
Columbia College from 1781 to J817,........... $129,02.3 75
Slave Trade.—Stockholm, Feb. 3--- The King has in
survivors “that men may live fools, but fools they so that we may be prepared to put on immortality. bilities to God—until his law is made the uncon College
of Physicians and Surgeons in Newstructed the minister of foreign affairs, for the execution
cannot die. ’ But why let me ask again should so We need more of the spirit of Christ to live like him ditional rule of their life, and until the} pos
York from 1810 to 1824,................................. 69,600 00 of the treaty between France and Sweden - for the
much stress be laid upon the opinions of these to be continually, entirely engaged m promoting the sess more of the mind that was in Christ.
Union College from 1800, and during lottery
abolition of the slave trade, to give, for such French
Philos.
grants.................................................................. 371,000 00 ships as the French Government should declare to be em
men? Why are we satisfied with mere assertions glory of God.
Hamilton
College,
.................................................
106,800
00
ployed as cruisers against the slave trade license to search
in matters of Bueh moment, when in those of less
77ie love of sin is destructive to the peace of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in the
in the seas agreed upon in the treaty, such Swedish and
For the Gambier Observer.
importance we are a great deal mere incredulous soul. We cannot be united to the Redeemer unless
Western District prior to 1821.......................... 15,000 00 Norwegian ships as maybe suspected of being engaged in
and suspicious? If one of these very men should we are holy. We cannot enjoy communion with
Mr. Editor,—A few days ago, I read Over a lit Fairfield Academy,................................................... 5,000 00 that trade, or to be fitted out for the purpose of carrying it
count off to us a hundred dollars in payment of a him-unless the spirit of Himself lives and reigns in tle book entitled “The Country Parson,” written by Johnstown Academy, in 1826,..................................1,600 00 on.
the “Divine Herbert.” While reading it, I thought Oxford Academy, in 1822,...................................... 2,970 60
debt, we would not fail to count it again. But even our hearts.
Spain.—A royal decree has just been published, renew
Onondago Academy, in 1825,.................................. 1,2/1 50
supposing these men not to have adopted their dark
“Be ye holy, for I the Lord your God am holy.” that many of your readers would be as pleased with St. Lawrence Academy, in 1825,............................. 2,500 O', ing, by the authority of “the Cortes the decree of the 26th
creed in the way and from the motives which I Without holiness no man shall see the Lord.”— its contents, as I had been. And, on reading a Washington Academy, in 1819,............................. 3,000 00 of June. 1822, declaring that all secularized monks or nuns
6,000 00 shall be entitled to acquire and hold property of every de
have described; yet are they not fallible? Do not Ho wean we cherish the ennobled hopes whichChris- notice of that good man in one of your late num Delhi Academy, in 1820,........................
absurdities pervade their writings which men of tianity inspires and still live in the practice of sin? bers, I resolved to try if you, Sir, would be kind Montgomery Academy, in 1821-22,.......................1,448 82 scription as other citizens.”
Albany Female Academy, 1822 to 24,................... 1,000 00
common sense would disclaim ? Hobbs reasoned How can we indulge the vain idea of sitting down enough to gratify them.
Middlebuiy Academy, 1823.................................... 1,000 00
Administrator’s Sale.
Herbert is not much known, I imagine, and his Lowville Academy, 1824,......................................... .3.000 00
away the distinction between -right and wrong.— at the marriage supper of the Lamb where all are
N
Wednesday
the 3d day of May, at one o clock, P.
Descartes would not believe in his own existence holy unless we have imbibed the same tastes, the works are but rarely seen in this part of ihe coun Red Hook Academy, 1824,......................................1,000 00 i./M. will be offered
at public sale, at Gambier, the pri
until he had proved it, as he supposed. And Hume same disposition, the same desires? The day of try. Should you approve,Mr. Editor, I shall feel Mount Pleasant Academy 1824............................... 1,000 00 vate library of the late Rev. N. E. Spencer, consisting of
Auburn
Academy,
1825-6,
......................................
2,000
00
as if determined that, no successor in intellectual the Lord will come in which the solemn decision happy in furnishing you with a chapter for each pa Fredonia Academy, 1825,........................................ 1,750 00 about 500 volumes of Theological and Miscellaneous Looks
_ ainotm which are Henry’s Commentary, 6 vols. Scott s
science should out do him, left us without either will be made which is to determine our everlasting per until the whole is printed in your columns.
Franklin Academy, 1828,........................................ 2,000 00 do 3 vols. Leighton’s Works 2 vols. Robert Hall 3 vols.
I subjoin the Author’s “Epistle to the Reader,”
mind or matter. Now I only adduce these facts to condition, no one can shun the scrutiny of the last
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